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Health care bill passed by House, goes to Senate
By CHARLES WOLFE
Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
The House's passage of a health
care bill defied some predictions,
one of its authors said.
"Many thought that this day
would never come, that a serious,
substantial reform measure would
be on the House floor to be voted
on," Rep. Ernesto Scorsone said
Wednesday.
"The dirty little secret is that a
lot of folks in health care didn't
want this day to. come," said
Scorsone, D-Lexington. "Lots of
people are making gains on the
way the system is right now. ,..
Everybody's out there to protect
their cozy little corner of the

market."
Opponents of the bill said government, not doctors or any other
industry figures, would grab that
corner if the legislation became
law.
The bill, which passed 58-41,
was a long way from enactment.
It goes to the Senate, which has
its own version of a health care
bill, and there are numerous
differences.
The House's bill contained a
health care "provider tax" and
significant implications for Medicaid recipients.
It would impose copayments
for treatments and medicine
under Medicaid. It also would
nudge Medicaid recipients into

Natcher's
record ends
at 18,401

"managed care," beginning in
Lexington, Louisville and northern Kentucky.
The bill would make health
insurance available to people who
previously could not get it
because of a health condition. It
also contained the threat of rate
setting, calculated to keep costs
down.
The provider tax on gross
receipts of doctors, nursing
homes, hospitals and some other
providers is expected to raise
about $160 million next year. The
money is to be part of the state's
share of Medicaid, which pays
for treatment of 525,000 poor and
disabled Kentuckians.
The bill would create a state

Riding Coach

Scorsone, D-Lexington, said
arranging a rate-setting "methodology" was a "fall-back position" in case a free market did
MI See Page 2

By STACEY CROOK
Staff Writer
Circuit court officials are continuing to dig out from the mass
of cases that have clogged the
system.
Action on 30 cases in Marshall
County, which were on a list to
be dismissed because of lack of
prosecution, will be discussed
Friday.
Circuit Judge David Buckingham issued the notice to dismiss
January 25. He gave Commonwealth's Attorney Mike Ward
until Friday to resolve each case
whether it be setting it for trial,
entering into a plea bargain or
dismissing it.

MOSCOW (AP) — Russia
launched a new volley today in
its quarrel with the West over
spying, saying an American diplomat encouraged two Russian
men to gather secrets about Russia's advanced 1-82 battle tanks.
The accusations came just days
after Russia announced it had
charged a Russian defense industry official with spying for
Britain.

STEVE PARKER/Ledger it Times photo

Racer head coach Scott Edgar boards the bus headed to the OVC Tournament in Nashville, Tenn., Wednesday at Shoney's while long-time
Racer bus driver Duke Hook, right, secures the luggage.

Both announcements were seen
as a response by Russia to the
uproar in Washington over the
arrest of a CIA official accused
of spying for the Kremlin. Both
cases allegedly occurred long
before the CIA arrest was made
last month.
The case has caused the worst
strain in U.S.-Russian relations in

A similar deadline for 18 cases with a pre-trial diversion agreein Calloway County was set for ment. However, Kelly's file does
last Friday.
not contain a copy of the agreeWard made motions last week
ment. The last document filed
to dismiss six felony cases that was dated September 1991.
were on the list including:
•A 1990 case against Donald
•A 1990 case against Dwain Puckett, who was charged with
Muskgrow, who was charged theft by deception over $100.
with theft by failure to 'make Puckett allegedly wrote a cold
required disposition over $100. check for $26,000.
According to court records, Ward
•A 1991 flagrant non-support
said Muskgrow had returned the case against Perry Duane Adams.
property to its owner since the According to the court calendar,
original indictment.
Adams is current on his child
•A 1990 case against Robert support payments.
Kelly. According to the court
•A 1991 flagrant non-support
calendar, Ward said Kelly, who case against Kenneth French. The
was charged with defrauding a
secured creditor, had complied • See Page 2

requested the meeting so faculty
could ask questions and express
their concerns about higher
education.
In addition to members of the
Faculty Senate's Executive
Committee, also attending the
meeting were Staff Congress
President Shirley Reamer and
Student Government Association President Brian Van Horn.
"Our focus is to examine
Murray State's future," said
Nancey France, assistant professor of nursing and president
IN See Page 2

years.
Some American congressmen
have said aid to Russia should be
cut off unless Russia agrees to
stop spying on the United States.
Russian authorities say Western
intelligence agencies have
remained active on Russian soil.
Russia and the United States
have both ordered diplomats
expelled'from their countries in
the past week following the arrest
of Aid-nth-Ames, a 3I-year CIA
veteran, and his wife, Rosario.
Alexander Mikhailoy, spokesman for Russia's Federal Counterintelligence Service, told The
Associated Press that the latest
announcement was unrelated to
the Ames affair.
"We aren't trying to somehow
juxtapose this case to the Ames

case," he said. "We don't want
to cast a shadow on relations
between our countries. We absolutely don't want to politically
load the case. As for the Ames
case, we have said it was up to an
American court to prove his
guilt."
Mikhailov identified the diplomat as Kelli Ann Hamilton. The
embassy's switchboard operator
said there was no one there by
that name. But a phone listIrom
last spring lists a Kelli Hamilton
as a second secretary at the
embassy.
Mikhailov said proceedings
against the two Russian men
were dropped because they confessed to their crimes, cooperated
with investigators and did not
damage Russian security.

Expert: No proof
Griffin fired gun

Faculty meets
with legislators
Rep. Freed Curd and Sen.
Jeff Green met Wednesday with
members of Murray State University's Faculty Senate.
Neither group had to travel
thanks to the interactive television network, which allowed
them to discuss several issues
via two-way communication.
Although the two parties
were not physcially at the same
location, they were able to see
and hear each other.
Faculty Senate's Governmental Affairs Committee had

By The Associated Press
Key features of a health care bill • passed by the House on
Wednesday:
—"Provider tax" on doctors, hospitals, nursing homes and
others to raise $160 million next faecal year for Medicaid.
—Creation of Health Care Policy Beard to oversee health care
development, collect information for possible rate 'setting.
—Copayments for some Medicaid recipients — $5 per prescription or visit to doctor's office, $IO per trip to emergency room.
—Managed care, with federal approval, for Medicaid recipients,
beginning in Lexington, Louisville and northern Kentucky. Rest of
state phased in.
—Statewide insurance-purchasing alliance, with membership
voluntary. Inclusion of state employees, teachers would require ,
legislation.
—Portability of health insurance for workers changing jobs. I
—No denial of insurance for pre-existing medical conditions.

RUssia turns tables on 'U.S.

• See Page 2

By AMY WILSON
Staff Writer

Features of health care bill:

Court handles backlog

By NITA LELYVELD
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) — Ailin
ep. William H. Natcher said
hcJwill end his 40-year string of
ecutive votes in the House of
epresentatives today and remain
at Bethesda Naval Hospital.
Natcher, who heads the powerful Appropriations Committee,
"reluctantly decided" not to
return to Capitol Hill after consulting with his physicians this
morning, according to a statement
released by his office.
The Kentucky Democrat,
hooked to oxygen and intravenous tubes, left his hospital bed
Wednesday to be wheeled onto
the House floor on a gurney so he
could keep his voting record
alive. The record now stands at
18,401 votes.
The House was expected to
begin business today with a procedural vote.
Natcher, 84, said while he
could never repeat his unbroken
record, "I will try because
believe members of Congress
should vote."
Natcher gave no indication in
his italement whether he plans to
retire. He said that he would
"remain at the hospital and will
be consulting with my physicians
about my return, to work."
Natcher has been in and out of
the hospital for the past few

agency, the Health Care Policy
Board, with broad responsibilities
for health care development. It
would decide when health care
services could be started or
expanded, expensive medical
equipment purchased and buildings constructed.
The board also would review
insurance rates and gather information that could eventually be
used for rate setting, though the
General Assembly would have to
specifically authorize it.

AMY WILSOWLedger a Times pOselo

Members of Murray State University's Faculty Senate met with Rep.
Freed Curd and Sen. Jeff Green via interactive television Wednesday
to ask questions and express concerns about issues pertaining to
higher education. Pictured are (from left) James Stuart, Jim Rudolph
and Nancey France.
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IN Recycling Program begins March
5 from 8 a.m to 5 p.m in the city-county
park's parking lot Plastic, pass, card#oard and aluminum will be accepted
op-oft areas will be set up in three
locations following the kick-off Newspaper will be accepted Saturday only

II Mayfield's Misty Pierceall scored 44
points to lead the Lady Cardinals to a
65-59 overtime win over Caltway County In the Fourth District tournament Wednesday night, - ending the Lady Lacers'
season at 15-9. Valerie Shelton scored
32 points in her last game for Calloway

•Spring fire an Is in effect and
continues through May 15. During this
llme it is Aso to bum between midnight
and 4:30 p.m. Forestry °Wats sWil be
conducting air surwillancli to check'for Mogul burning. Ron Tali*IMPIt/WV
in Calfonny County,
NMI*
bum after 4:30 p.m. on days 0111 MO WA
too dry or windy.
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PENSACOLA, Fla. (AP) — A
police laboratory expert told jurors in the murder trial of an antiabortion activist today that chemical tests failed to prove the
defendant fired a gun.
More than half an hour passed
between the shooting of an abortion doctor and the swabbing of
the hands of suspect Michael
Griffin, and it was windy, which
could have accounted for the lack
of evidence, said Daniel Radcliffe, an analyst with the Florida
Department of Law Enforcement.
Griffin had antimony, a chemical that could indicate he fired a
gun on his hands, Radcliffe said.
But on cross-examination he said

CONTENTS
One Section - 14 Pages

the levels were too low to be conclusive and that Griffin could
have gotten antimony on his
hands through his work at a
chemical plant that uses the element to manufacture nylon.
In testimony Wednesday, a
ballistics expert said Griffin's
snubnose .38-caliber revolver
fired what prosecutors say is the
fatal bullet. Griffin's gun also
fired two other bullets recovered
from the body of Dr. David
Gunn, FDLE analyst David Williams testified.
The prosecution expected to
rest its case today after presentIII See Page 2
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PROM PAGE 1
at the Faculty Senate. "We have
Concerns abaft the future of Ken as a whole.
"When we loot at Kentucky,
we see that the state can't afford
a) be frivolous with higher education We urge you to look harder
at existing programs and facilities
instead of creating new ones."
France asked a question submitted by Ray Conklin, professor
of music, regarding MSU's mission statement and whether it is
,..irsed in stone.
-That is subject to change,"
Curd said. "It doesn't include a
professional engineering school,
but the mission statement of the
community college doesn't either
even though it has Big Blue's
Green said that although the

•Court...
legislators do not vote on the
mission statements, they rixeive
A copy of them.
Jim Rudolph, associate professor of agnculture and vice president of the Faculty Senate, asked
%hat role the higher education
committee is playing in the
legislature.
"Some of the things they
recommended are being put in
the form of a bill," Curd said.
James Stuart, associate professor of biological science, asked
whether the S1.2 million in
matching funds for renovation of
the research areas in Blackburn
Science Building has been placed
in the budget.
"It was never in the governor's
budget, but I feel assured it will
be put in," Curd
Green said the legislature will
begin examining the construction

Affordable Home
3 BR brick home North of
Murray on 180' x 180 lot.
Offered in the 830's. MLS
05405. Call the Home Team
for all the detail&

KOPPERUD REALTY
753-1222

711 Main St.

Roy's Discount Pharmacy

projects which were recommended for fundong by Gov Brereton Jones.
"Realistically, a lot of those
decisions won't be made until the
last few days of the General
Assembly," Green said.
Ken Carstens, professor of
sociology, 'anthropology and
social work, submitted a question
about the lottery and its contribution to higher education
"In the beginning, it wasn't
earmarked for higher education,"
Curd said. "This was a lot of
propaganda brought by (former)
Gov. Wallace Wilkinson to get
the lottery passed. Of course, you
don't want all your educational
system's funding based on the
lottery."
Stuart asked whether the proposed 2 and 3 percent increases in
higher education funding would
be changed by the legislature.
"At this point it is still up in
the air," Green said. "I doubt the
state employees will get a 10 percent salary merease over the next
biennium."
France emphasized the .importance of salary increases for the
faculty.
"As far as the image of the
faculty, we don't want to appear
as money hungry, but we have
gone quik a whiTe without an
increase," she said. "We don't
want to see it taken out of the
students.' hides, but we need a
salary increase."
Stuart said recruiting has
become difficult for some

a

•Griffin...
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departments.
"It is hard to offer compeuuve
salaries and meet national
norms," he said.
Van Horn asked whether the
cap on tuition recommended by
Jones will be approved.
"1 don't think it will stay in,"
Green said.
Rudolph asked whether higher
education has gained more
respectability this session compared to the past. "I think people are starting' to
realize that higher education has
taken the blunt end of the cuts in
the last five to six years," he said.
Green said he thinks the universities are doing a better job by
being more definitive about their
needs.
"Let us know why you oppose
or support a bill," he said. "Don't
Just tell us you are opposed to it."
Reamer asked about the status
of the staff regent bill.
"It is on the governor's desk
and will be signed," Curd said.
Stuart said he would like to see
more local control of the
university.
"One thing 1 like about the
Kentucky Education Reform Act
is the site-based council,- he
said. "1 would like for you to
consider the idea of more local
control
-the universities. Murray State has been through a lot."

To reach ail departments of the
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FROM PAGE 1
mg its final witnesses.
Griffin, 32, is accused of
shooting Gunn, 47, three times in
the back last March 10, but an
autopsy report indicates only the
third shot was fatal. And that bullet was not found until Nov. 21
•
behind Gunn's clinic.
Paula Sauer, another FDLE
analyst, testified fibers on the tip
of the third bullet were identical
to those in Gunn's shirt.
Before attorneys were put
under a gag order in December,
-. defense lawyer Robert Kerrigan
had questioned the authenticity of
the third bullet because it was
discovered by metal detector hobbyists in an unsecured area eight
months after the slaying.
In cross-examining police Lt.
Robert Grant, Kerrigan emphasized the word "amateur" when
referring to the metal detector
club members who helped investigators. Grant replied that club
members have the same training
in conducting metal-detector
searches as police and some of
their equipment is more
sophisticated.
Grant also testified it was,not
unusual no fingerprints were on
the gun or on a cup that Gunn
was believed to have been holding before the shooting. .
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FROM PAGE 1 ,
court calendar shows the case
was dismissed without prejudice.
The charges will be updated
aik 1992 case against Timothy
Scott Cathey was also dismissed
without prejudice so flagrant nonsupport charges can be updated
When Ward's office was contacted in an effort to find out why
each case was dismissed, Ward
told his detective Laura Dycus he
did not want to comment.
"None of the cases were dismissed for, lack of prosecution,"
Buckingham said.
Buckingham's new system,
which was implemented in an
effort to clear the huge backlog
of cases in both Calloway and
Marshall counties, has been operational for two months.

II Healthcare...
FROM PAGE 1
not force costs down.
Opponents said it was government intrusion.
"Who's for this bill? ... Where
are the Mass rallies?" said Republican Rep. Bob:- Heleringer of
Louisville. "Who has stopped
you ... and said, 'I think that the
answer to health care problems is
more government'? Nobody has
told you that."
The bill would create a statewide insurance pool, or purchasing
"alliance," for individuals or
business owners who wanted to
join.
The Senate's version would
require state and local government employees, teachers and
university employees and Medicaid recipients to be part of the
alliance. The House bill would
preclude teachers and state
employees without an act of the
legislature.
The bill also. would require
legislative approval-of any Medi-

FROM PAGE 1
weeks, leaving to cast voteS.
Natcher's staff had said he was
being treated for "exhaustion.'
House loaders on Tuesday.
agreed to suspend all legislative
action for the day so that Natcher
could receive treatment for what
he described as an "intestinal
problem."
When he appeared on the floor
Wednesday, wearing his customary gray suit, he looked pale and
weak and very thin. He raised his
hand feebly several times to greet
reporters. and fellow members
who gathered to see him. His
head was propped up on a pillow.
Tubes were attached to his nose.
He shook hands with House
Speaker Thomas S.
DWash., and waved at Rep. Dana
Rohrabacher, R-Calif., who
smiled when he arrived on the
House floor.
"Thank you very much,"
Natcher said in a whispery voice
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The amendment said treatment
could not be denied for inability
to pay. Federal law prohibits
copayments for children and pregnant women.
The Medicaid managed-care
prOvision would put each recipient literally under the management of a primary care physician.
The amendment by Rep. Jody
Richards, D-Bowling Green,
would require the state to create a
"managed care health delivery
network" of at least two health
care plans. One would have to be
a health maintenance
organization.

to reporters crowded outside the
office he keeps as chairman of
the House Appropriations
Committee. Between votes Wednesday, he
rested in the office, located just
acrOss the hall from the floor.
Each time he was wheeled out,
four staff members from the hospital, in naval uniforms, accompanied him, waiting outside the
door to the House chamber while
he voted.
By the end of the day, he had
voted four times.
In a statement released Tuesday, Natcher said: "I developed
an intestinal problem in the past
few. days that requires nonsurgical treatment for the next approximately 24 hours. It is my intention to, return to Capitol Hill
tomorrow."
Natcher did not use the electronic 'voting system to cast his
votes Wednesday-. He handed
voting cards to a House clerk —
green for yes, red for no.
Rumors circulated that Natcher
had submitted a letter of resignation, to go in effect if he missed a
vote. Foley said he knew no such
thing. .
"I have no such letter, I know
of no such letter," he said. "To
the best of my knowledge, no
such letter exists."

EUREKA'
6.0 Amp Motor

caid expansion.
The Medicaid- copayment
amendment was by Rep. Denver
Butler, D-Louisville, who said
there should be "no free lunch."
It would require recipients who
could afford it to pay $5 per prescnption or doctor's ,iaffice
and $10 per trip to an emergency

1111 Natcher...
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Under these guidelines, a case
that as settled by plea agreement
should be concluded in approximately throe months. If a case
goes to trial, Buckingham estimates that the case will go before
a jury within four to eight
months.
Since January, five criminal
trials have taken place in Calloway County.
"We've already tried more
cases than we tried all of last
year," Buckingham said. "Cases
are now moving in a more timely
manner."
Criminal cases are tried in Calloway during three two-month
sessions — January-February,
May-June, September-October.
Marshall County trials are heard
during the other months.
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White House acknowledges more briefings
WASHINGTON (AP) — Facing new questions about the
Whitewater affair, the White
House expressed regret today that
it received private brief-nip on a
confidential investigation into a
failed Arkansas thrift with ties to
President and Mrs. Clinton.
"With the benefit cd hindsight,
we wish it hadn't happened,"
Communications Director Mark
Gearan told reporters today. "If
it came up today, that would not
have happened."
He said Chief of Staff Mack
McLarty would issue a memo as
early as today warning staff about
attending meetings that could
prove embarrassing to the White
House.
Gearan and other officials
insisted nothing improper was
done at the meetings, but suggested they were concerned in

hindsight that the discussions
looked bad. "We wish we hadn't
put anybody in the position that
would give ... an appearance of
impropriety," Gcaran said.
His comments mark the second
time in a week that the White
House acknowledged it has
received private briefings on and
investigation into Madison Guaranty Savings and Loan Association, am inquiry involving the
Clinton' Whitewater land
venture.
—
Asked if the briefings were
proper, Attorney General Janet
Reno told her weekly news conference today: "I don't know if
they were proper" because "I
don't know anything about the
nature of the contacts."
In the first of the two meetings
between the Treasury Department's top attorney, Jean Hanson,

REPORTS
MURRAY POLICE -

Feb. 28
'May E. Wiggins, 49, Coach Estates, was arrested at Kmart
and charged with shoplifting $43.97 worth of merchand
ise.
•A 15-year-old juvenile was charged with theft by unlawful
taking in connection with the theft of a spare tire from a truck
parked at Wal-Mart on Feb. 1.
March 2
'Donna Lovett, Rt. 7 Murray, reported a $600 stereo stolen
from her vehicle, which was parked at a local shopping
center.
'Steve A. Jackson, 43, Pine Street, was arrested on a warrant charging him with being a fugitive from justice
from
Illinois.
•Tonya McReynolds, 19, Olive Street, was arrested
-1)n at
Marshall County warrant charging her with second-degree
possession of a forged instrument.
*Tina M. Cavin, 24, L.P. Miller St., was arrested on a Marshall County warrant charging her with second-degree
possession of a forged instrument.
SHERIFF'S DEPARTMENT
March 1
'Daniel H. Sneed III, 22, of Rt. 2 Hazel was arrested
on a
warrant charging him with theft of services.
*Charles W. Gordon, 34, of At. 2 Murray was arrested on
a
warrant charging him with contempt of court.
March 2
.Danny A. Parrish, 24, At. 1, Box 230, Murray,
was
arrested on a warrant charging him with receiving stolen property over $100.

and White House Counsel Bernard Nussbaum, held in late September, Nussbaum was told that
the Clintoris had been named in a
criminal referral prepared by the
Resolution Trust Corp., the S&L
cleanup agency, The Washington
Post reported today.
Gearan said Hanson told Nussbaum about the Madison referral,
and said he thought Nussbaum
was told "the Clintons might be
mentioned."
Criminal referrals are highly
confidential documents in which
federal regulators — who carry
out only civil investigations —
pass on suspected evidence of
criminal wrongdoing to
prosecntors.
It is not customary to discuss
the contents of such a document
with anyone named in it, or their
associates.
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Read the classifieds

At the second meeting, held in
late October, the focus was on
how to handle news media
inquiries about the referrals.
Gearan said.
Gearan, who attended the second meeting along with Nussbaum and.key Clinton aide Bruce
Lindsey, said the focus was to
discuss how the media inquiries
on the Madison probe were to be
handled. Lindsey said Treasury
officials in that meeting confirmed there were referrals sent
to the U.S. attorney's office in
Little Rock but they did not
deacribe any of the contents.
The report comes on the heels
of criticism of acting RTC head
Roger Altman for meeting with
White House officials about the
Madison case.
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heating and electric cooling. Quiet. Legendary, durable ClimatuffT" compressor. Ten-year manufacturer's limited warranty. And an on-the-spot rebate to put
fast cash back in your pocket. Now, all we ask is that you call your participating
Trane dealer today.
Because while it always pays to buy a Trane
system, it doesn't always pay quite so generously.
It's Hard To Stop A Trane.lm

S3995

Call Today For
Your Appointment!

nawr

753-7050

Randy Thornton
Company, Inc.

802 Chestnut St.

Dixieland Ctr. • Chestnut St. • In the Breezeway

7634181

$150 on X.i.IWO package gaatelertrkr. UM on ,
11
,air cleaner Offer not available to contractors and builders

r(502)442-7774

FREE COST COMPARISON ..11
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5009 Hinkleville, Paducah, KY

Call us today and we'll compare our prices with what you pay now.
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Humans still teach other humans
Dear Editor:
I've been enjoying Dr. Phil Sparks's recipe for cutting costs in
higher edecation by having fewer teachers, but I think he's got the
problerw-by the _wrong -end. Instead of messing around with instruction, why not establish a
university that does no instruction at all. Instead, give it the duty of
examining candidates for degrees by whatever means seem best:
written exams, oral exams, practical exams. Publish the knowledge
and skills'needed for the exams. CLEP tests and the state NOCTI
exams for_creclenualling experts in the skilled trades have already
established a model for this.
Then let candidates learn the stuff.. by whatever means suited
them best. Hard-working graduates of crack high schools could test
out of the first two years of college. Private teaching firms could
give crash- courses in the various majors. Private tutors could flourish On a fee-for-service basis. The thrifty -could buckle down to
work in the public library: after all. Gutenberg solved the economic
problem of disseminating information about 500 years ago.
If. Dr. Sparks's more high-tech methods .were better.. they. could
prove themselves in the marketplace. To be honest, I'm. a little
skeptical. After all, consider this. You can pay S3000 for a computer and 5400 for a word processing program. But to learn how to
use them you have to read a book (old-tech .educational method) or
get another person to show you how (very, very old-tech educational method). Part of the reason the program is so costly is that
WordPerfect has to hire experts to answer questions from puzzled
customers over the telephone, one at a time medium-old tech educational method).
There are problems with my modest proposal, too. We'd have to
worry about updating the exams, maintaining test security, employing a body of experts who krW the subject well enough to write
the tests and grade them, keeping the graders honest, avoiding brihery and comiption, and so on. We'd -probably have to maintain a
parallel system of colleges to employ professors for validating the
tests. All of this is done now by those shaggy-headed professors
with their antiquated methods that stand in the way of Dr. Sparks's
utopia.
So profs. stop worrying. Ole Dr. Sparks ain't gonna get-- you.
whether you watch out or not. When it comes to hard things, most
people learn what they know from another human. Just think about
Hegel, the chi-square test, marginal utility, and trying to make
sense out of "The Waste Land." Makes you want to whine for a
teacher, doesn't it?
Hughie Lawson
1501 Johnson Boulevard, Murray
HB 187 provides a primary option
Dear Editor:
•
An Open Letter to the Kentucky Legislature
You now have the opportunity to vote 'yes"on a bill that will probably
affect more people- than any other bill on which you will vote.
House Bill.187 will allow schools to choose between the ungraded
primary and -the traditional graded primary.
HB 187 has been reported out of committee. lam advising parents and
grandparents who are unhappy with the ungraded primary to call 1-800372-7181 to contact their Senator and Representative to express their
opinion on this bill. I am telling them also to call 1-800-582-4557 to
determine the status of the bill.
The 1994 Legislature needs to be aware that they will have to assume
full responsibility, if failure to pass this ball will cause some primary
teachers to decide that the stress related health problems are too high a
price to pay and leave the classrooms and quit teaching. These will be
teachers who love to teach and are concerned about the students. They
will leave with a heavy heart I have -talked to some of them.
'Another concern that needs to be addressed, %the large numbers of
parents who are planning to home-school their children or place them in
private schools if a change isn't made. This should cause real concern in
the Department of Education.
personally am concerned for the parentr who arc not at home to
home-school their children and who cannot afford to send them to a
private school.
Schools that wish to continue the ungraded primary system should
have that privilege. Schools that wish to return to the graded primary
system should have that privilege. They can gradually phase in some of
the objectives of the ungraded system that they think are important A'
good teacher always finds ways to do this.
I urge you to co-sponsor and vote "Yes" on HB 187. I personally
know many, many parents and teachers who will be grateful to you.
Irene Hayes
P.O. Box 98, Hueysville 41640

It all started two months ago
when Gov. Brereton Jones was
quoted in a Paducah Sun article
supporting funding for a polytech
engineering school at Paducah
Community College.
Jones' statements were hard to
take then and they can still suck
in the throat now. The &rude
seemed an attempt to be the final
word on who would offer engineering courses in Western
Kentucky.
Needless to say, it isn't Murray
State University.
According to Jones, it will be
the University of Kentucky
through PCC. He cited the following reasons: 1)MSU doesn't
have an accredited program:
21Offering engineering courses
was not part of our mission statement; and finally, an oldie but a
goodie — 3)Unnecessary
duplication..
41 personally love- that. one
because it seems anyone who
cites that reason does. so at their
convenience without_pointing out
the --unnecessary duplication- of
all the professional graduate
degree programs offered in
Kentucky.) Jones said in January that he
didn't want to get in the middle
of a turf war. Someone — Jones
was
Or some mystery person
already anticipating controversy.

education,, have been illconceived and the strategy to get
it (whichever one you pick)
approved has been based on
political muscle and pressure.
There has been nothing about this
strategy that has been based on
the future of higher education in
the region.
The plan has gone from a $30
million polytechnic institute to a
$10 million proposal with the
money being spent only for engineering (which we all thought
was what the $30 million was for
in the. first_ place.).
Now, after last week's PCC
appearance before a House
Appropriations and Revenue subcommittee, we are hearing a new
phrase — "2-plus-2 program."
This new strategy usually
includes MSU in the- equation
somewhere or at least the possibility of using MSU.
With the financial noose that
has been tightening around the
necks of most Kentucky universi-
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REPLAcEMENT,JUST A FEW MINOR ADJUSTMENTS,„

The real `Doctor Death'

Supreme Court Justice Harry
Blackm un;author of Roe vs. Wade,
a decision that has allowed the
deaths of more than 30 million
innocent inborn children since
1973, now says he will never again
concur in a capital punishment case
that sends a convicted murderer to
his or her death.
In Roe, one of Blaclunun's arguments in favor of abortion was that
there was disagreement as to when
s plan
'
Seniors opposed to Clinton
life begins, and so the choice to
Dear Editor
decide such matters must be left
As a member of the Seniors Coalition, I want you to know that most
solely to the pregnant woman.
seniors do not favor the Clinton health care plan.
There is no disagreement that murUnder the Clinton plan, senior citizens will surely face drastic cuts in
dering born people is wrong.
Medicare coverage, lose their right to choose their own doctors, face
It is true, in rare circumstances,
long waiting lines,and possibly be denied life-saving meclicaftreaunent
that innocent people have died beThese matters are documented iri a report,available at no charge,from
cause of mistakes in the legal systhe two-million-member Seniors Coalition. I urge you to contact the
tem. But the victims of murderers
Coalition today at(703)273-5449,get a copy of its report,then do stories
did not deserve to be killed, and
that will alert people in our area to the real facts behind the Clinton health
their innocent blood cries out for
care plat
justice, not the sociological handMary. Miller
wringing of Justice Blackmun.
8760 Ogden Landing Road, West Paducah 42066
In his 22-page statement about
capital punishment, Blackmun cited
the case of Bruce Edwin Collins.
who wa; convicted of shooting to
death a man during a robbery at a
Fort Worth tavern.
Readers and residents arc welcome and encouraged to express their
"Intravenous tubes attached to his
opinions on ow "Perspective" page by writing letters to the editor. We
arms
will carry the instrument of
print letters on a variety of topics, provided they comply with the foldeath,
a toxic fluid designed spec Ililowing guidelines: all letters must be signed by the writer, with the
tally for the purpose of killing
address
and
whirs
telephone number included in case verification is
human beings," wrote Blackmun
neanalryititsgebne numbers will not be publidled). Letters must not
before Collins' scheduled execution
be MON
SW words. Letters should be typewriuen,ad=
..---(which
was delayed by a reprieve)
spaced ifailbk. We reserve the right to condense OT rejeet
—"The
witnesses
standing a few feet
and to
her writers.
will behold Callen' ... a man
away
Letters Moil
addressed to Letter to the Editor. Murray Led
strapped to a gurney and seconds
linteg. P.O. to 1040. Murray. KY 42(Y71.
away from extinction " There is no

Just drop us a line .••

If there is a turt battle, it is
definitely not between our two
communities — though some of
the inflammatory statements
being carried downwind from the
north make it hard.
This is a higher education issue
that 'should be decided on those
merits by the Council on Higher
,Education. Then the next step is
determining the best use of taxpayer money.
I don't doubt that there have
been harsh words, misunderstandings and missed oppouunities
between our two communities in
the last few' years.
But threats, innuendos, jealously and provincialism aren't the
same old tired routes to continue
taking. (It is fun to use the provincialisin. charge against someone else, although they will just
turn around and accuse Murray of
th4 also.)
The plan, or rather plans, and
not the basic .idea of engineering

ties, it's understandable why
more than a few legs have been
kicking.
For the last few years, MSU
has been fighting to increase
enrollment. That's an area that
everyone from the Governor
down to the little old lady in
town should support.
But one can never underestimate the flexing of political
muscle.
The sites for our regional community colleges are based, in
part, on political muscle..
How else to explain: Henderson and Owensboro both have
colleges. They are linked by a
four-lane road within 30 miles of •
each other. Henderson and Madisonville linked by 40 miles of
four-lane; Madisonville and
Hopkinsville are 30 miles apart.
And then we have PCC and
MSU, also linked by four-lane
roads and
56 miles apart.
Maybe. as many have proposed, it is time to place these
community colleges under the
management of the regional university rather than UK.
-„ So on Monday, both sides will
sit down before the CHE. Maybe
this body can find a way to bring.
us together.
Unlike the Governor — who
never tried.

description of the process of death
of Collins' victim, or of the pain
unjustly suffered by the family he
left behind. To whom do they turn
for sympathy, understanding and
justice while Blackmun weeps for
the murderer?
Why didn't Blackinun apply the
same reasoning in Roe? Another
kind of fluid is ofen used to exterminate an innocent baby. The baby
tries to avoid the needle and then
thrashes around in obvious pain as
the saline SOlUtlOn does its awful
work. There are films that document this process of death, but they
don't have the impact of a "Schindler's List," because the mass media
won't show them. Late abortions

are even more grisly as fully formed
babies are mutilated in the womb
and then extracted through a process known as "D and X" (for
dilation and evacuation).
Blackmun's statement is the last
gasp of the liberal view of crime and
punishment. That view says that
people are never fully responsible
for their actions; that there are
always mitigating circumstances so
that we can never be held accountable for our acts, no matter how
heinous. This is the natural evolution of thinking when a culture
forgets the "laws of nature and of
nature's God."
With what C S. Lewis called
"The humanitarian view of punish

Attention Washington!
U.S. REP. TOM BARLOW
1531 Longworth Office Building, Washington D.C. 20515
502-444-7216 (Paducah) or 202-225-3115 (Washington)
U.S. SEN. WENDELL FORD
I73A Russell Senate Office Building, Washington D.C. 20510
202-224-4343 (Washington)
US. SEN. MITCH McCONNELL
120 Russell Senate Office Building, Washington D.C. 20510
502-442-4554 (Paducah) or 202-224-2541 (Washirrgton)

ment," Blackmun and those likeminded remove the concept of just
desert from the equation. When
peopled° wrong,they deserve to be
punished, not only for the sake of
society but for their own sake.
Punishment can be rehabilitative.
Even the person about to experience
capital punishment no doubt considers making peace with God and
those he wronged. When a society
abandons "just desert," it invites the
kind of criminal activity that no
crime bill can address.
"Thus," wrote Lewis, "it appears
at first sight that we have passed
from the harsh and self-righteous
notion of giving the wicked their
deserts to the charitable and enlightened one of tending the psychologically sick. What could be more
amiable?" Yes, and what could be
moe dangerous for a society already
steeped in violent crime and the
death of innocents than to tell
criminals that human life is not
worth the price of yours if you take
mine?

•••• 0.1

If Blackmun feels so strongly
about capital punishment, would he
consider a deal? Thole of us who
favor protection for the unborn and
also capital punishment for convicted murdErers will swap positions. 14 the justice will reverse
himself on Roe vs. Wade, we'll
reverse ourselves on capital punishment (so king murderers get life
without possibility of parole). How
about it, Mr Justice/ Have we got a
deal/

I
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ARTS
MCMA presen S final concert
sons with the Metropolitan Opera.
She has appeared with the Edmonton Opera, the Louisiana Symphony, the San Antonio Symphony,
and the Wheeling Symphony. She is
a former member of the Houston
Grand Opera Studio and toured with
that company throughout the United
States in Porgy and Bess. She made
her Carnigie Hall debut in the Verdi
"Requiem" with Mid-America Productions, and has appeared in an
evening of operatic arias with the
Atlanta Pops Orchestra and the
Atlanta Symphony.

Renowned vocalists
to perform Tuesday
in Lovett Auditorium
Murray Civic Music Association
presents its final concert of this
season with The McCorveys, March
8 at 8 p.m. in Lovett Auditorium on
the Murray State University campus.
Everett McCorvey, an Alabama
native, was the winner of the National Federation of Music Clubs
Vocal Competition in 1981, and
received his B.A. and M.M. from
the University of Alabama. He has
sung in many cities across the
country including the Kennedy
Center, Aspen Music Festival, Blossom Music Festival, Radio City

SUPPORT OUR ADVERTISERS

THERESA HAMM-SMITH

EVERETT MCCORVEY

Music Hall, Birmingham Opera
Theatre and the TeatroComunale in
Florence, Italy. He has also appeared in feature films and tclevi-

sion movies.
Theresa Hamm-Smith, who will
be appearifig for Alicia Helm
McCorvey, has spent several sea-

"Check with Bob for the
lowest competitive price"

Call 7534563
For Installation and Service
512 South 12th St., Murray

Jacquelyn D. Watson, CPA

Lovett Auditorium is accessible
to the handicapped. MCMA's season is funded in part by a grant from
the Kentucky Arts Council, a state
agency.
Admission to the performance is
by MCMA membership or MSU
student 1.D. Tickets may also be
purchased at the door.

Income Tax Preparation • Bookkeeping • Payroll

753-4347
302 A. North 12th Street
Murray, Kentucky

JPDC to-perform

Dancers rehearse The Wind And The Sun from JPDC's production of Aesop's
Fables. Pictured (from left) Shae Bryant, Sherean Neuhart and Jennifer
Perlow.

The Jackson Purchase Dance
Company will conclude their Dance
Outreach Tour, March 5 in Murray.
The tour includes in-service training for teachers in dance for KERA
requirements and the JPDC performance of Aesop's Fables.
Several fourth and fifth graders
from Murray Middle School will
participate as volunteers for the
teacher in-service and performers in
the production.
JPDC Artistic Director Karen
Balzer will be conducting the inservice training.' Balzer has contributed to the dance curriculum for
the Basic Arts component of K ER A.

The teacher in-service training
will commence at Murray Middle
School. Parents, teachers and administrators are all welcome to attend
the in-service session. There is no
fee for this session, which will
conclude at noon.
Dancers will perform Aesop's
Fables at 7 p.m., March 5 in Murray
Middle School's auditorium, General admission is $4.
Several local dancers will be
participating in the JPDC tour including: Jen Ross of Benton,
Jennifer Lewis, Shae Bryant,
Shercan Neuhart, Laurie Jo Parker,
Jennifer Perlow, Shannon Kipphut
and Leah Christensen of Murray.
Calcndart

Playwrights Festival auditions set Sr
Auditions are being held on Sunday and Monday, March 6 and 7,
from 6:30 p.m. to 8 p.m. at the
Playhouse In The Park for the 1994
West Kentucky Playwrights Festival.
Also, special auditions will be
held at the Murray Middle School
Auditorium on Monday and Tuesday, March 7 and 8,from 4 p.m. to 5
p.m. for the roles of two ten-yearold girls. Girls between the ages of9
and 11 are encouraged to audition
for these pans.

Fifteen people are needed to fill
the parts for four of the seven
upcoming plays. Roles available are
for a variety of ages of men, women
and youth. A ,:vide range of roles
will be cast,from "pre-teen to senior
and all ages 'between."
Some special needs are for people
to play the characters of a ten-year
old girl, a 22-year-old male, a
grandpa, a mother, and a father.
The plays range from ten minute
presentations to one hour performances.

March 3
Concert — Jazz Band, tree at the Cur

The plays will be performed in
April. This year,the West Kentucky
Playwrights Festival will highlight
seven plays written by area playwrights.
"Audition procedures are simple.
After you arrive, you complete a
form and read what the director
hands to you," says Alexander.

rts Center

March 8
Faculty Recital — John Dressier, horn,
and Mane Taylor, piano, free at 3 30
p m in the Farrell Hall
March 7
Mee.ting — Camera Club, tree at 7
p m at Calloway County Public
Library
March 8
Concert — Everett McCovery and
Theresa Hamm-Smith. admission by
Murray Civic Music Association membership or MSU ID, at 8 p m in Lovett
Auditorium
Through March 10
Art Exhibit — Kentucky Art Educator's
Association High School art, tree 8
a m to 6 p m Monday/Wednesday/
Friday, 8 am to 730 p.m Tuesday/
Thursday, 10.a m to 4 p m Saturday,
1 p m to 4 p m Sunday at the Eagel
Gallery (opening reception is Feb 26)
Through March 27
Photography Show — 16th annual
Magic Silber Show, tree at Eagle Gallery Hours Mon/Wed/Fri — 8 a.m to
6 p.m., Tues/Thurs —8 a.m. to 730
p m.; Sat — 10 a m to 4 p.m.Sun — 1
to 4 p.m.

The West Kentucky Playwrights'
Festival is supported, in part, by a
grant from the Kentucky Arts Council.

MSU students featured at Mayfield Art Guild
The Mayfield-Graves County An
Guild will be featuring a selection of
two and three dimensional works by
students at Murray State University,
which started this week and lasts
through April 5, at the Guild Gallery, 121 West Broadway, in Mayfield.
Among the two dimensional
works included in the exhibit are

two pastel portraits and a mixed
media piece by Lara Thompson, a
mezzotint engraving by Christopher
Wilkey, an untitled watercolor by
Scott Clark Farley, an untitled
acrylic by Lisa Yates, and three
works by David Story. Also part of
the two dimensional display are two
portraits by Jennifer Fairbanks, a
pen and ink work by K. Rutledge

ANNUAL

Beard, and untitled oil by Sonia
Belinda Rubio, and one weaving 193,
Chuck Ehrsam.
On display as well are four three
dimensional works, including a
stone ware base by Rebekah Glasscock,a wooden jewelry
Paul
Hicb, and untitled n•Mirtil media
creation by Matthew Bradley, and a
fabric doll 'Sabrina' by Lisa Yates.

PURCHASE
PLAYERS
AUDITIONS!!
°°C30,..V
A Two-Act Tony Award Winning Musical
Wrmen By William Hauptman
with Music and Lyrics by Roger Miller.

"BIG RIVER" is a Musical Adaptation of the
Adventures Along the Mississippi River of
Mark Twain's Huckleberry Finn and
His Friend Jim, a Run-A-Way Slave.
DATE: Mon., March 7 & Tues., March 8
TIME: 7:00 p.m.
LOCATION: Legion Theatre - Mayfield, KY
ACTORS NEEDED
20 Males (Older Teens & Adults)
10-12 Females (Older Teens & Adults)
•••

anng MilusecoeU

PRODUCTION CREW NEEDED:
Stage Manager, Production Manager, Props, Costumes,
Set Construction, Make-Up, Ticket Sales, Lights & Publicity
MUSICIANS NEEDED:
Player, Harmonica Player, Acoustic and Bass Guitar Players

Fiddle

For More Information, Phone:
Legion Theatre - 247-5977

C_Ott
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TODAY
LIBRARY NEWS
By BEN GRAVES
Pupae Library Director
It was a good week tor
Autobiographies
COillItty MUSIC fans will want
to check out Roy Clark's My
Life In Spite of Myself. No footnotes, no big theones, just ol'
Roy satin and talking about his
life and how it got that way It

reads real well. I'd recommend it.
Art Buchwald's Leaving Home
about the same Buchwald's well
known for his political satire and
his fileMOlfs are just as good as
the very best of his other wntings If you like Buchwald, you'll
like Leaving Horne.
• • • •
You say you want something
to SCalfe you'

DIAMONDS
AND
GOLD

JEWELERS

SPRING
SPECIALS
V
I

DOORBUSTER

•

Well then, try this: three Dean
R. Koonu novels in one book.
Shattered Whispers and Watchers have been bound together to
make a portable Dean Koontz
library. Each of these novels is
guaranteered to give you the willies, to say nothing of all three
taken together. It's just the thing
for vacation reading, since you
don't have to keep up with three
separate books. Dean Koontz is
one of our favonte authors and
his books are always highly
recommended.
• • • •
We've received a donated copy
of Fern Michael's For All Their
Lies and ILaVyrle Spencer's
Twice Loved. These are in regular print for our friends who
don't handle large type very well
(reading large type makes some
people dizzy.) Ms. Michaels and
Ms. Spencer are both very popular authors and we're very glad to
get the donation. Thank you very
much!
•
e_
By the way, the book sale is in
full swing. so come on down and
check out the bargains.
• • • •
People ask me why we don't
use CD--ROMs in the library. The
answer has been that we haven't
found any yet that are useful
enough to justify buying the computer equipment'brieeded to take
advantage of CD technology.
Well, we may have found a

JO'S DATEBOOK

CD-ROM product that IS worth
it. It's a magazine index system
•••••
1.
on CD. It supercedes the Reader's Guide to Periodical LiteraJo Burkeen
ture. There are a number of
Today Editor
magazines on the CD in full text
form. That is, you can pnnt out
an article justas if you had tranCLASS REUNIONS ARE CONTINUING WITH VARIOUS
scribed it from the magazine ,CLASSES AT THE LOCAL HIGH SCHOOLS. My apologies to
itself. You get all the words, but 'Any Bryan Watson for listing her as in the class of 1984. It Is the
no pictures.
class of 1985 at Calloway County High School that will meet
Thc system indexes about 400
tonight (Thursday) at 7 p.m. at Pagliai's in Murray to plan the
magazines and has about 120 in
10-year reunion for 1995. Amy of WPSD-TV News Staff had
full text. Each article in every
called the office and gave it as 1985, but as this was 1994, I just
indexed magazine is given a 50
assumed I had taken the year down wrong. Then John Nix from
to 150 word summary, telling you
United Commonwealth Bank calls yesterday to inquire if some one
whether it's really what you want
had called a meeting of his class of 1984 at CCHS to schedule
or not. It seems to be a pretty
another meeting for that class reunion. Sorry Amy and John. All
slick system and could be a real
1985 class members are urged to be at the meeting tonight at
help for students doing research.
Pagliai's to help with this special reunion in 1995.
It IS fairly expensive, so we've
Annual style shows planned
gotten a 60-day free trial to see if
it would be used enough to jusThe 40th annual benefit style show by the Music Department of the
tify buying it. So, if you need an
Murray Woman's Club will be Tuesday, March 15, at the club house.
article come on down and try this
Tickets are available for the noon luncheon and style show at a cost of
thing out. We want to get the
SIO per person with $5 counted as a donation, and for the 7 p.m.
most bang for your tax dollar and
dessert and style show at $7 per person with $5 counted as a donation.
we need your help to find out if
In charge of the show are Pat Sanders, chairman, Karen Issacs and
this is the way to do it.
Cecilia Brock. For ticket orders call Annie Nance, 753-3121, Neva
- The folks-at-ERS€0, ever the- --Gray Ailbritte 7
- -53-3516, or-any member of the Music Department.
optimists, also sent along a copy
AARP
Driving Course planned
of their music database. It lists
A 55-Alive Mature Driving Course is scheduled for Wednesday and
albums, songs, performers and
associated data for A huge list of
Thursday, March 9 and 10, at North Branch of Peoples Bank. Sessions
will be from 9 a.m. to 1 p.m. both days with Betty Riley as the
different albums. I'm not sure
we'll be able toafford this one,
instructor. Persons who are members of Peoples Gold will have their
fee of $8 per person paid. Riley said studies show that there are
but we have it for 60 days also,
decreased accidents among seniors who have completed this course.
so come on down and try it out.
To enroll call Bill Boyd at Peoples Bank, 753-3231, Ext. 301, or Mrs.
You'd be surprised how many
Riley at 753-5659.
times Tommy James and the
Shondells show up on oldies
Oaks Country Club plans open house
albums.
Oaks Country Club members are urged to come to meet the officers
and board of directors for 1994 and see the renovations on the club
house on Sunday, March 6. An open house will be from 2 to 4 p.m.
Refreshments will be served.

The Clarksville Soul Stirrers will be guest at a gospel singing at Mt.
Horeb Freewill Baptist Church, Walnut Street, Murray, on Sunday,
March 6, at 3 p.m. The public'-is invited to attend.
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Gamma Chapter of Delta Kappa Gamma Society International will
meet for a brunch-business meeting at Hickman County High School,
Clinton, on Saturday, March 5, at 9:30 a.m. Beth Belote will present
the slate of new officers and .Phyllis Swindler is in charge of arrangements. Milissia Sledd, president, urges all members to attend.

$299

Beginning music class at Library
Beginning music reading with group and individualized approaches
in six lessons will begin Monday, March 7, and continue for six consecutive Mondays from 7 to 8:30 p.m. at Calloway County Public
Library, Dr. Irma Collins and members of Sigma Alpha Iota fraternity
_at__Murray State University will conduct the classes. The class will be
•, limited to 30. To register call the Public Library at 753-2288.

"Clear Not Cloudy"

Methodist Youth plan dinner

8 Diamond 1VRAFr$09
Solitaire Enhancer *g.
Diamonds & saa
Ameths-st

The Youth of First United Methodist Church will host a "Order
What You Want, Eat What You Get Dinner" on Sunday, March 6.
This is a candlelight dinner complete with entertainment with two seating times of 5:30 and 7:30 p.m. A minimum donation of SIO is
requested. Funds will go to benefit the missions trip to Belize. For
more -information or to make your reservation call 753-3812.

FIVE GENERATIONS — Mrs. Johnnie Wyatt, seated, holds her greatgreat-grandson, Zackary Eells. Kneeling at right Is Dan Wyatt, son of
Mrs. Wyatt and great-grandfather of Zackary; kneeling at left in front is
Jennifer Eells, great-granddaughter of Mrs. Wyatt, mother of Zackary,
and ,granddaughter of Mr.-Wyatt, and In back Is Vickie Jones, granddaughter of Mrs. Wyatt, grandmother of Zackary, daughter of Mr. Wyatt
and mother of Mrs. Eells.
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-What It Takes to Build a Strong Family-

Glendale Road Church of Christ

-What It Takes to Build a Strong Family"
"Buikhrig the Marriage of a Lofetime

University Church of Christ

University Church of Christ

University Church of Christ

700 pm

Men's Breakfast - "The Most Challenging
Thins Men Face in Their Marriages'
"Four Things We Must Tesch Our Children"

Treaday. March
700 p in

"The Missing Imedient in Today's Families"

Glendale Road Church of Christ

Ladies Class -- "The Most Challenging Thing
Women Face in Their Mar ass'

Glendale Road Church of Christ

-Rekindling Family Spirit'

Glendale Rood Church of Otrisi

Wednesday, March I
9.30 am
790 p.m.

University Church of Christ

Oheeewt Ms Stopping Caviar • Murray • 753 7095
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Mr. and Mrs. Randall Hill of
Rt. I, Kirksey are the parents of a
daughter, Chelsea Marie Lynn
Hill, born on Friday, Jan. 21, at
Murray-Calloway County Hospital. She weighed six pounds six
ounces and measured 19 inches.
Grandparents are Mr. and Mrs.
Don Nance of Murray, Mr. and
Mrs. Williatd Shields of South
Carolina, Mr. and Mrs. Don Nelson of Murray, and Mr. and Mrs.
Barry Hill of Dexter.
Great-grandparents are Mr. and
Mrs. Tom Hall of Illinois, Mr.
and Mrs. Edward Shields of
Arizona, Mrs. Maxine Nance and
the late Eugene Nance of Murray,
Mrs. Lena Mae Dixon and the
late Henry Dixon of Dexter, Mr.
and Mrs. Arvin Hill of Dexter,
the late Mr. and Mrs. Dallas
Wryc of Murray, and Mr. and
Mrs. Alfred Duncan of Murray.

Karson Elizabeth
Jones is born at
Memphis, Tenn.
Mr. and Mrs. Monroe Jones of
Memphis, Tenn., are the parents
of a daughter. Karson Elizabeth
Jones, born on Monday, Dec. 20,
at Baptist Hospital East,
Memphis.
The baby weighed seven
pounds 14 ounces and measured
20 inches. The mother is the former Monika West. A brother is
Philip Taylor Jones, 4. and a sister is Shelby Deanne Jones, 2.
Grandparents are Alton C.
Jones and Margaret E. Jones,
Murray, and Mary Ann West
Jones and husband, Henry,
Hopkinsville.
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Community

C•nter

r•ar

(use

entrance). Info/435-4137.
TOPS

KY

County

0460/Annex

Public

Cailorag

Weigh-ln/S

p.m.

Woman's

Club/rehearsal/7

pm./club house
German Shepherd Dog Club of Western

Kentucky/7.30

West

open 830•m

4

Kentucky

New Shipments
'Spring Afghans
'House Flags
'Door Mats

and 1 30

p.m./Calloway

Museum/open 9
Info/762-3383

National Boy Scout

Between

Include -The

Solar

the

Lakes

a m

and

'Balloon Bouquets
For All Occasions
*Easter Trolls & Items

HOLLAND
DRUGS
109 S. 4th St.
753-1462

events

Seven Wonders of the

System/11

7

3, 1994

Museum

to 12 30 p m

a.m -4:30 p.m.
Land

Music Chorus of Music Department of
Murray

Wrather

to 430 pm
of

Library.

p.m/program!?

•
Friday, March

MARCH

Oft t&
v.Good Reasons To Shop Downtown

CALENDAR
Thursday, March 3
Bridge Club of Murrey/7 p.m/Weeks

THURSDAY

Bob Dunn, R.Ph.

2

p m /Golden Pond Planetarium; Homeplace and

Woodlands open/9 a.m.-5

tir

pm

County Public Library. Info/436-2558
Murray WO011•fl of the Moose Board
meeting/7 p.m

and Enrollment/8 p.m

Greater Hope Baptist Church events
include

Youth

Activities/5.30

p.m

•

Prayer and Bible Study/7 p.m. at Main
Street Youth

.1.M111

,1304,

Center.

-

First Christian Church events include
Youth

•

Bibie Study/4:30 p.m.

Shiloh

General

Baptist

•

Church

study/7 p.m.
St. John

Episcopal

include Evening
St.

Leo
'
s

Church

events

Prayer/5:15 p.m.

Catholic

Church

umbus
First

p.

events

include RCIA/7 p.m.; Knights of

Col-

Ire Invite You to Be Our Guest

meeting/7:30 p.m.
Presbyterian

Church

events

include Lenten Bible Study and

Com-

For The Disney Channel Free Preview March 3-7

puter Club/7 p.m.
Christian Singles/7 p.m./at 800 North
20th

St.

Info/Joan,

759- 1345,

or

Richard, 759-9994,
Fourth

District High School Basket-

ball Tournament features Murray and
Calloway Boys game/7 p.m/Murray

Mr. and Mrs. Todd E. Guess

High School.
Singles

Shultz-Guess wedding
vows are said at church
Tracy DeAnn Shultz, daughter of James D. and Sharon D. Shultz,
and Todd E. Guess, son of Snooks and Mignon Guess, all of Union
City, Tenn., were married on Saturday, Dec. 18.
The vows were said at 5 p.m. in the old sanctuary of First Baptist
Church, Union City, which was decorated with white poinsettias,
white cathedral tapers and ivy. Donny Hall of Community Church of
Christ, officiated at the double ring ceremony.
Music was presented by Clifton Franks and Kristen Harrison, singers, and Shelly Arnette, organist.
Given in marnage by her parents, the bride wore an ivory shantung
formal gown. Her fitted bodice, adorned with Rachael lace and hewavily pearled and sequined, was fashioned wtih a v neckline edtched
in pearls, long fitted Gibson sleeves coming to points over her hands
and a keyhole back draped with pearls. The softly shirred skirt, embellished with matching lace heavily jeweled, was accented with a bow
on the back centered with a rosette. The full skirt was lace bordered
and flowed into a full cathedral length train.
Her face-framer headpiece was decorated with Alencon lace
embroidered with seed pearls and sequins. Springs of seed pearls also
highlight the headpied. A round illusion of silk was added to the headpiece and fell to elbow length. Her jewelry consisted of a pearl necklace and pearl and diamond earrings. She carried a cascade designed
bouquet of bridal white roses, star gazer lilies. English ivy and
dianthus.
Karen Feagin of Murray, sister of the bride, was matron of honor.
Bridesmaids were Tammy Shealey Chapin, South Carolina, sister of
the groom, Penny Mitchell, Union City, and Emily Chappell, Martin,
Tenn. Amanda Stone was flower girl.
They wore dresses of Benjaline fabric accented with pearl buttons
and black gloves. They wore rhinestone and pearl earrings, gifts of the.
bride. They carried arm bouquets of star gazer lilies and roses with
satin bows.
Jonathan Powell of Memphis, Tenn., was best man. Groomsmen
and ushers were Phil On, Jackson, Tenn., Sean O'Bannon, Memphis,
and Danny Stone, Daniel Dunn and David Garrigan, Union City. Ian
Garrigan was ring bearer.
A reception followed in the church fellowship hall.
The bride's table was draped to the floor in white linen and was
centered with a silver epergne filled with dianthus and lilies flanked
by candles. The groom's table was covered with a tuxedo skirt and
decorated with candles and greenery.
Serving at the reception were Lisa On, Tiffany Sterling and
Rebeccca Garrigan.
Sherry Mills presided at the register table.
The couple spent their honeymoon at Paradise Island, Bahamas.
They are now residing at Union City, Tenn.
Out-of-town guests include Mr. and Mrs. Stan Trevathan, Nashville;
Lily and Christy Cate, Paris, Tenn.; David Harrison, Jackson, Miss.;
Connie and Danny Thompson, San Antonio, Texas; Danny Spencer,
Martin, Tenn.; Larry and Julia Cain; Jean and Gene Roberts and Terri
Walston, all of Murray.
The groom's parents hosted a rehearsal dinner at Boyette's at Reelfoot Lake State Park.,

Keeley Rae Barrow born
Mr. and Mrs. Scott Barrow of
Richmond are the parents of a
daughter, Keeley Rae Barrow,
born on Tuesday, Feb. 1, at Pattie
A. Clay Hospital, Richmond.
The baby weighed six pounds
measured 18% inches. A sister is

Katlyn. The mother is the former
Stephanie Schweitzer.
Grandparents are Mr. and Mrs.
Hubert Barrow of Hazel and Mr.
and Mrs. Jerry Schweitzer of
Johnson, Kan.

Friendship

of

Paris,

Tenn./7:30 p.m./Farm Bureau Building,
Paris. Info/Kennith Broach, 753-3580.
AA and Al-Anon dosed meetings/8
p.m./Senior Citizens Center, Benton
Info/753-8136 or 435-4314.
Narcotics

Anonymous/7:30

p.m./St

John Episcopal Church. Info/
753-0781.
Murray Kiwanis Club/6 p.m./Sirloin
Stockade.
Jazz Band Concert of Murray State
University/8 p.m./Curris Center ballroom. Admission free.
Brad

Lowery,

com•dian,

performs/7:30 p.m,/Curris Center
Stables, Murray`State. Admission free
Wrather West Kentucky Museum/
open 1:30-4:30 p.m.
National Scouting Museum open/9
a.m.-4:30 p.m. Info/762-3383.
Friday, March 4
of Prayer program by
Church Women United/2 p.m./Wesley
Foundation, 1315 Payne.
Hazel Center/open 10 a.m.-2 p.m./for
senior citizens' activities.
Weak* Center/open 8 a.m.-4 p.m./for
senior citizens activities.
Breakfast/8:30 a.m.
Country Dance/Hardin Community
Centerf7:30 p.m.
Bingo, sponsored by Murray Shrine
Club/7 p.m./National Guard Armory.
Bingo Play/7 p.m. at Wishing Well,
Aurora, for Jonathan-Aurora Action
Group. Public invited.
AA and Al-Anon/8 p.m./open to
newcomers/American Legion Building,
South Sixth and Maple Streets.
Info/753-8136 or 435-4314.
Alford Chapter No. 445 of Order of
Eastern Star/7:30 p.m/lodge hall at
Aurora.
Main Street Youth Center/205 North
Fourth St./open 6-11 p.m Info/
753-TEEN.
Korean Bible Study/4 p.m./First Presbyterian Church.
Fourth District High School Basketball Tournament finals/6 p.m. for girls
and 8 p.m. for boys/Racer Arena, Murray State.
Murray Moose Lodge events include
Line Dancing/7 p.m. and David Parr in
lounge/8 p.m.
AOHA Horse Show/7 p.m./West Kentucky Expo Center. Admission free.
World
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Peggy Ellis
bride-elect of
Rodger Carroll
has made her
gift selections
from
Pier l's
Bridal Registry

PIM blot
120513 Chestnut • 753-1851

Just In Time For
Spring Break

On'
STOREWIDE
3 Days On/y•March 3-4-5

Courtney Adams
Miss Spring 1994
will be featured in the Murray Ledger & Times
special edition "Miss Spring" to
be published Tuesday, March 22.
0
Don't miss the opportunity to be included
in this special issue. Call any of our
advertising sales representatives before March 14, 1994.
Mary Ann Orr, Fran Faith, Jennifer Hale
or Stuart Alexander.
753-1916
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Wildcats
win 80-77
Allen likes Racer chances to claim
East title

No. 1 Racers get MC support
By TERESA N. WALKER
AP Sports Writ.,

DAN SZURGOTAttoray State pt•oto
Murray State head coach Scott Edgar, tat and Racer players Marcus Brown, middle, andtedrIC Gomm
wait for the next question to be asked Wednesday dunng the Ohio Valley Conference Tournament pries
conference in Nashville, Tann.

FOURTH DISTRICT

Piercea I I drops Calloway
By STEVE PARKER
Sooqs Editor

Mayfield 65, Calloway 59

Just before Leasing the darkened Jeffrey Gymnasium. Lady
Laker senior Vanessa Buey
returned to the locker room to
thank., Coach Peter ,O'Rourke
after the final game of her career.
Later. she said, "It seemed like
there was a hump the whole game
and we couldn't get over the
hump."
That hump .wore No. 13 and
'played for Mayfield._
Behind Misty Pierceall's
school-record 44 points. Mayfield
41_5-10( stopped Calloway County
6-5-59 in . overtime to end the
Lady Lakers' defense of last
year's First Region title.
- Without a doubt, Fourth DistriCi girls' basketball coaches and
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so bad. I did not want the season
to end and I was going to do
v.halc%cr it Wok,"
Pierceall, a 5-7 senior, scored
12 of Mayfield's final 13 points
in a personal duel with Shelton.
"They'ye goi Shelton and
vi.e'ye got Pierceall." Mayfield
head coach Lanny Lancaster said
of the two No. 13's. "They're
both tremendous players. We're
going to go to Pierceall and
they're going to go to Shelton. I
tell you,fihelton hit some shots
that girls aren't supposed to

players won't miss Mayfield
when they move to the Third Dis,trkt next year
Mayfield. upsetting and eliminating once-beaten Marshall
County last year in the district
Shelton, winding up a senior
tournament, pulled a similar trick
season
Wracked with injury,
Wednesday
scored a team-high_ 32 points inPierceall couldn't decide which
her first full game since early
win was sweeter,
. •
December.
"It's way up there,"
said Pier
ceali "I wanted to win this game • See Page 9

NASHVILLE, Tenn.(AP) —
Depending on who's talking.
the Ohio- Valley Conference
tournament championship is up
for grabs or already in Murray
State's pocket.
Dave Farrar thinks his
Middle Tennessee State team
will have to be very lucky to
upset regular-season champ
Murray State.
But Murray State's Scott
Edgar and Frankie Allen of
Tennessee State, the top two
seeds, feel the tournament and
the league's automatic bid to
the NCAA tournament will go
to the hottest'team.
" __think the piessure is_ on__
every team here." Allen said.
Wednesday. "Murray State has
the luxury of not having to play
the first night."
If Murray State doesn't win
the tourney title, several coaches agreed _that the Racers
deserve an it-large bid.
The OVC has only sent more
than its tourney champion to the

NCAA toumam,nt only once.
in 1987. That year tourney
champ Austin Peay advanced to
-the second round while Middle
Tennessee State lost its first
game.
Murray State coach Scott
Edgar knows that fact, and he
isn't listening to friends like
Arkansas coach Nolan Richardson who think his Racers
should pick up an at-large bid if
they lose the tourney.
"I don't like to leave anything to chance. If you look at
the history of this conference,
not many teams have gotten atlarge bids," Edgar said.
The Racers (?-4-, 15-1)-tnter the tournament on a tear, hay-'1
ing won 17 of "their last IS.
They picked up a first-round
bye to Friday's semifinals by
winning their 13th regular season title with a league record 15
victories.
Tennessee State has only
reached the NCAA tournament
in 1993 as the Tigers 'beat tvturray Slate in the title game.

By MIKE EMBRY
AP Sports Writer

LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) —
No. 7 Kentucky didn't. see any
reason to panic when. No. 19
Florida went up 19 points in the
first half Wednesday.
In the past month, Kentucky
had rallied from a 31-point deficit to beat LSU and come back
from -Being 14 points down to
knock off Tennessee.
This time, Travis Ford hit a
3-pointer with 4:43 to go to give
the Wildcats the lead for good in
an 80-77 victory in Rupp Arena.
"I guess after cominw back
from 3-1----down -against I..-511-;-you
never feel like you're out of the
game," said, Kentucky forward
Jared Prickctt. "At no point did I
think we were out of this game."
."They're, extremely disappointed," Florida coach Lon Kruger said of his' players. "They
fully expected to win this game."
It was an, important victory as
Kentucky (23-5, 12-3 Southeastern Conference) took over the top
spot from Florida (22-6, 11-4) in
the SEC Eastern Division: -Both
teams close their regular seasons
Saturday, with Kentucky playing
at South Carolina and Florida
entertaining Tennessee.
Florida, which made 13 of its
first 16 shots, led 33-.14 on Brian
Thompson's 12-foot baseline
minutes into the
jumper
game and 44-34 at the half
behind 63 percent shooting.
But Kentucky, which shot only
37 percent in .the opening 20
minutes, kept whittling away the
lead. Ford's shot from the right
corner put the Wildcats on top,
rand Tony Delk then stole the ball
in Florida's frontcourt and Rodrick Rhodes scored at the other
end for a 69-66 lead.
"We have so much confidence
in this system," said Kentucky
forward Jeff Brassow. "We never
feel like we're out of a game. We
feel like we can come back
regardless of the circumstances."
Dclk, whci scored 18 points,
sank a 15-foot jumper after
another Florida turnover to
it Mhos photo
STEVE PARKER/Lo
increase Kentucky's lead to
Calloway's Jackie Gourin, right, hounds Mayfield's Misty Pierceall in the
first half Of Wodnoaday's gams at Murray High.
•See Page 9

Southern Miss latest U of L victim
By STEPHEN HAWKINS
Assoclataci Press Writer,
HAITIESBURG, Miss. (API
— Southern Mississippi coach
Turk got another up-close
look at No. 10 Louisville. His
impression: The Cardinals are
playing as well as ever.
"They have what it takes to
' get where people want to go."
Turk said Wednesday night after
his team lost 82-.75 to the Cara-

10-3 spurt with a short jumper
nals. "We played hard Nit Louisville -has too many horses — too and ended it with a 3-pointer as
many weapons."
Louisville took the lead for good
Greg Minor scored five of his
at 62-56. Southern Miss hit just
22 points in a game-turning
one of six shots and had two tursecond-half run for the Cardinals
novers in the five-minute span.
(24-4, 10-2 Metro), who had , Southern Miss (13-12, 5-6), a already won their 12th confer- 70-69 loser at Freedom Hall earence title and are a lock for their
lier this season, took the last of
24th NCAA tournament its six one-point leads at 53-52
appearance.
—
on Avery Thomas' put-back of,
Minor, a senior, started the key
his own miss.

Turk, in his 18th season, is
6-20 lifetime against Louisville,
the perennial Metro power.
Minor, coming off a careerhigh 25 points in Monday's
108-65 victory over Howard,
keyed the game-deciding spurt
about three minutes later.
"Greg has been our most consistent player all season long,"
Louisville coach Denny Crum
said. "He has been 'a solid,

steady player and has elevated his
play."
Clifford Rozier added 19
points for Louisville, which hit
31 of 61 shots. DeJuan Wheat
and Dwayne Morton each had 14
points.
Southern Miss had just eight
rebounds in the first half, all
defensive. Louisville had an 18-8
rebounding edge at halftime and
35-30 in the game.

No. 1 Hogs rally for OT win at LSU
By JIMMY GOLEN
AP Sports Wrniir
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Western Division title outright.
Jamie Brandon missed a despBATON ROU6E, La. (AP) — eration 3-pointer at the buzzer for
Al Dillard's 3-pointer sent the LSU (11-14, 5-10), which has
game into overtime and Scotty lost seven straight games for the
Thunnan's 3-pointer won it for first time in Dale Brown's 22
top-ranked Arkansas on Wearies-, years as coach. Clarence Ceasar
day night in a 108-105 victory led the Tigers with 33 points.
over LSU.
The teams traded free throws
Thurman had 27 points to give early in the overtime before
Arkansas (23-2, 13-2 Southeast- Thurman hit a 3-pointer to put
ern Conference) a share of the Arkansas up 100-97. LSU scored
SEC regular-season title and the, six of the next nine points and

RAPPirm .
*
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U.
falturnts
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m.6 1st. 11 ces.-1 a.w.

thcn took a 105-103 lead on Ceasar's layup with 31 seconds left.
But Thurman hit again, putting
the Razorbacks up 106-105.
Andre Owens missed for'LSU
before Dillard hit two free throws
with 3 seconds left to make it
108-105. Brandon then missed at
the buzzer.
Brandon and Owens also
missed potential game-winners in
Tigers' 84-83 loss lb ArkanJanuary. LSU was 7-3
as

going- into that game but 4-11
since then, including a loss to
Kentucky after taking a 3I-point,
second-half lead.

Twelve LSU games this season
have been doubt in the last
minute of regulation, and the
Tigers are 5-7 in them.' The
Razorbacks have not lost to LSU
in six games since joining the
SEC in 1992.

Don't be fooled by imitations..
buy the best!
Great Price! Great Selection! Great Tires!

* FREE COMPUTER BALANCING It
Open Mon -Ft1 75. Sot 7-Moon

WAREHOUSE TIRE
400 Industrial Rd. • Murray • 753-1111
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SCORER

Utah heating up
conference race

SPORTS

BRIEFS
Four college basketball coaches out

The Associated Press
UNDATED (AP) - College basketball's coaching merry-goFirst, ii. was the Houston Rockround was in fuU swing at Pitt, Dayton, Creighton and Furman.
ets and Seattle SuperSonics. Then
Paul Evans of Pitt was told his contract would not be renewed,
the Phoenix Suns got going. and
Jim O'Brien was fired at Dayton, Rick Johnson resigned at Creightthe San Antonio Spurs
on and Butch Estes resigned at Furman. All four schools were havNow it's Utah's turn to domiing poor seasons.
nate the Western Conference.
The most surpnsing dismissal was Evans, who had taken Pitt to
five of the last seven NCAA tournaments. The Panthers were 13-5
The Jazz won their seventh
this season before going on their current seven-game losing streak.
straight game, including two vicEvans will stay through the Big East 1041111=Cla and any post- --tones each over the Spars and
season tourney the Panthers make. He is 147-96 since replacing
_Rockets and one over the Suns,
Roy Chipman in 1986.
.• with a 106-96 victory Wednesday
O'Brien coached Dayton (6-18) to only 10 victones the last two
night that snapped San Antonio's
seasons. He had a 61-84 record in five seasons.
•14-game home winning streak.
Johnson had a 24-59 record in three seasons. including 7-22 this
Unlike the other teams that got
season, the most losses in Creighton's 75-year basketball history.
somewhat full of themselves in
Estes had some success in nine seasons at Furman, but the Palaresponse to their winning streaks,
dins slumped the past two seasons and are 9-17 this year.
the Jazz are staying low-key
else has gotten off
Strawberry may have failed to pay taxes to "Everybody
a good start and run off a winWHITE PLAINS. N.Y.(AP)- Los Angeles Dodgers outfielder
Darryl Strawberry may be in a courtroom over alleged income tax
evasion.
Citing sources familiar with the investigation, the New York
Daily News reported that Strawberry allegedly failed to disclose
"in excess of $300,000" of income derived from signing autoFROM PAGE 8
graphs at baseball card and memorabilia shows.
76-70 with 2:08 to go.
A law enforcement source, speaking anonymously, told the
Florida, which defeated the
Associated Press that federal investigators had been looking "for
Wildcats 59-57 last month, still
awhile" at a case involving Strawberry.
had a chance to send the game
The newspaper said the investigation by the IRS and U.S. Attorinto overtime in the final 6.5 secney's office for the Southern District includes Howard Johnson,
_• onds after Thompson scored on a
Lenny---Dykstra --and-Eric Davis.
rebound basket to slice the marBut Strawberry, 31, is the only player facing possible criminal
gin to 79-77.
charges.
Rhodes was fouled on the
Strawberry hired Los Angeles tax attorney Martin Gelfand, a forinbounds play with 5.3 seconds
met assistant U.S. attorney in. the tax division, and his partner,
to go. He made the first and
Brian Hennigan, to represent him
missed the second and the Gators

Spinamed by:

Larry Krouse Insurance
106 N. tab (next to IllcDonald'a)
Good service, 766-11688
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good price
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That's
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heir
Crass Illsoirees leros
insurance.

•

ning streak like this," Karl
Malone said after scoring 24
points against the Spurs. "We're
playing well dunng this stretch.
but I'm trying to keep from getung too excited."
The Jazz, 41A games behind
Houston and four behind San
Antonio in the Midwest Division
at the All-Star break, now trail
the Rockets by two games and
the Spurs by IV: .
"If you've ever played in this
league, you know as soon as you
start really feeling good about
yourself you're going to get beat
by 50 points next time out,"
Utah coach Jerry Sloan said.
"But this was a good win for us.
I think we've got our heads in the
right direction."
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Wednesday • Games
CevisienO 1 10 Roston 98
Foram) 131 Detroit 107
Mare 14 lAnnasola too OT
1. A Laken 97 Chicago 69
ULM 106 San Af111)1110 96
L A Capons 118 Charlotte 1013

•Wildcats win...
rebounded.
Dan Cross, the SEC's top
3-pointer shooter at 50.3 percent,
took the ball and drove down the
right sideline. But his 30-foot
shot sailed over the'backboard as
time expired.

•
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The Nashville Alumni Chapter.
Cordially Invites All MSU Alumni & Friends
To Celebrate OVC Championship Week!

•Pierceall dumps...
FROM PAGE 8
She missed both regular season
games with Mayfield with a back
injury, but her first meeting of
the 1993-94 season was
memorable.
Trailing 54-50 with less than a
minute to play in regulation,
Shelton cirilled.her fifth 3-pointer
of the game to pull Calloway
(15-9) within one, 54-53. With
:15 left, Pierceall missed the second of a one-and-one and the
lead was just two.
On the miss, Shelton took the
ball the length of the court, lost
the ball in the middle of three
Mayfield defenders, picked it up
after a mad. scramble and sank a
falling 12-foot jumper in the lane
to tie the game as the buzzer
sounded.,
In overtime, Pierceall scored a
layup off the tap and the tone was
set. With 2:25 to play, the Lady
Cardinal star banked one in from
12 feet and Mayfield had control,
59-55. Shelton hit an acrobatic
layurwith 2:08 to play to make it
59-57, but Mayfield went .on a
6-0 run to put the game away in
the final minute.
"We used a lot of energy lip
before the overtime because we
were so excited," said Shelton,
the Lady Lakcrs' all-time leading
scorer. "We had the momentum
but they handled it real well."
For Calloway County head
coach Peter O'Rourke, the overtime loss meant for the first time
in his four-year career, there will
be no First Region tournament.
But, he said afterwards that the
game should never have reached
overtime.
"When we put it into overtime
1 was„upset at first because there
was no foul called," O'Rourke
said while watching the video
replay of Shelton's jumper. "I
thought she was fouled before
and during the shot.
"I would like to invite the offi-
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cials to come watch the video,"
O'Rourke said. "I counted five
fouls on the last play."
Fouls played a large part in
Wednesday's game.
While Mayfield went to free
throw line 23 times (hitting 17),
Calloway was just 2 of 3.
"They beat us on the free
throw line," O'Rourke fumed.
"That's all I can say when you
shoot three stinkin' free throws
and the team that beats you
shoots twenty-three."
Pierccall, shooting 15 of 24
from the field, was 12 of 17
from the free throw line.
Both teams started slowly and
the first quarter was tied 13-13.
Mayfield, very deliberate in their
offensive attack, broke out to a
21-14 lead to start the second
quarter before Calloway went on
a 14-4 run before the half to take
a 28-25 lead into the dressing
room.
'
"I don't know -if it:was nerves
or what, but when Miyfield came
out and stalled to open the game
we seemed to get a little bored,"
said Calloway senior Marti
McClard.

Shelton scored just nine points
in the first half as Calloway shot
just 9 of 27.
Shelton's first basket of the
second half came with 3:45 to
play in the third when she gave
Calloway a 32-31 lead. Her layup
pushed the lead to 39-35 with
1:18 to play in the quarter before
Pierceall scored the final five
points to give Ma.yfield a 40-39
lead going into the fourth.
In the fourth, the lead changed
hands four times and was tied
three times. Sittelton scored 14
points in the fourth.
Calloway was 24 of 68 from
the field and 9 of 22 from
3-point.
It was the final game for
seniors Shelton, Bucy and
McClard.
"I guess when I wake up
tomorrow and realize I don't
have to come to practice at this
school again it will become real,"
said Shelton.
"I'm really proud of the
seniors," said O'Rourke. "I hate
to lose them, they've been with
me since the seventh grade

MARCH 3-5, 1994
WSW)VC TIDUZAILNIt221 TAIT4•0111!hair
Thursday, March 3 from 4:45-6:45 p.m.
471
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1994 Ford Thunderbird LX
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Murray, Ky.
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"You Will Be Satisfied"

Parker Ford
Lincoln-Mercury

701 Main Street
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1 p.m.-4 p.m.

ALLIANCE
k.s,

753-2310

OM MAUR I

*MN.a Mil

Unikaalk

To

MONEY SOURCES For
start up-15113Inessos
;tooth development ex
Pension nientory lever
age buyout NC We aiso
pay co:1h tor raw mortgage (502, 492-8542
MUSIC DJ al_occassions
Brian Pataiuna 762-2043

NURSING HOME
INSURANCE
Avaliatiie Thru Age 84
rnost comprehen
snfre pacy pays for .
Sailed Intermediate or
we
Custodad Care
Medicare s new guide
knes tor conement
Nursing tiome Insurance s more Important
than ever
For tree
Information cad

Jerry McConnell
Insurance
7534199
'tree iociaalliffi

SWEINSH STUDENT interested in sports computers Other Saindinamen.
-P
European South American, Japanese High School
I 800 334 1203 &ammo :Patents towing August 13ecome a host
GARTH Brooks tickets' tamity AISE Cal Emilie
Greet seals'(4)- 3'3s1. 1502) 8333229
$75/ita obo (615) USE WEX (from Conklin
297-1428 or (615) Products) for effective
356-4767 leave massage
spraying Makes water wet
JUMP start your crop widi ter, promotes uniform
AMPLIFIED D from Coin spreading increases peneProducts. made by univer- tration, reduces roaming
assists In suppension of
sity of Anions A seecl ger
chemicals at a cost of
menseon mid helps seed
50ecre 7530633
over come stress Better
Mot & stem tormation provides added energy to
seed. haps increase stand
8 yield Cost about $2 acre
LONELY/ To meet singles
'53-0833
in your area Al ages ConOPEN Pizza hkagoc Aurora
tact Locus USA 2342 UrClosed
versify Station Murray. KY
Open 5pm
Mon Wed Pizza saiacts
42071 3301
not sand...cries gyros &
MEET nice singles w
Dread St14:04 Dine-in a
names phone is Darn
carry out 474-8119 or
Horne Introductions
1800-6.49-3504
615-235-5000
•mor

.8/

•••• •••moo
Oro%

•••■1111/.

Amer.(' s S-cor-d

Lag
And Found

Ca

f‘P.' Ugly Duckling
eliMZEKEMON
t ocaissos Coast to Coast

HALEY'S AUTO SALES
Cars, Custom Vans and Vans For Moving
*17 So 12th
Murray. KY 42071

Office 753-6910
1-800-THE-DUCK

Lowest Rates in Town
Daily, Weekly or Monthly Rates

Neap
Wanted

N ii CLASSIFIEDS!
Whether you rit in iii.
market to, a washing
macho",ora gym set
you N find ri in

,.....;•177srx.
tifir

Hews
Mon -Sat 10 a m -6 p m Sun 1-5 pm
Jerry & Lisa O'Bryan
Shelia Tucker

BURIAL INSURANCE
AVAILABLE THRU AGE 80
No Physical Examinations
if you we ,n reasonably good heath and can
answer no to a few questions you may qualify la
Preterred rates Be** are a few monthly preterred
rates at different ages tor $4000 policy
•

a9ft 66
$9.70
e911 75

1

AVON Representatives UT
gently needed $200 $400
weekly potential SeN opal
ay products to repeat cus
tomers homes work
places Flexible hours
great supplement income

The Covered
Wagon
Tack & Apparel
502-251-3417

LOST In Canterbury area
white cat three marks On
top Of head Collar but no
tag family pet Reward ,
753 0628

WAITING...

Nkirray
Ledger & Times

121 Soutn at Sedalia Y
Mayfield, KY 42065

LOST dog in vicinity of An
derson Shores Pekingese
recissn'brown 474-0107

$$AVONS$-Heip pay you
holiday bills' Earn
$200 $2000 month Sell
*Siete & when you like Its
not rust door to door any
more 1 800 388 6311
1 800-288-631'

BUYS ARE

age 5C
oat 55
age 60

PAYING more than $1,850
per month for nursing-home
care You re paying too
much private pay today
you choose doctor hap
tal pharmacy TN has $250
rebate malthly your cost
then 51 600 Puryear Nurs
log Home Puryear TN
38251 901 217 3205

MALE

FEMALE

$fl 16
14 06
18 28
23 32
31 40
41 48

$856
1060
13 52
16 96
23 20
31 24

rerniums guaranteed NOT to increase

McCONNELL
INSURANCE
AGENCY, INC.
$OS SYCAMORE, MURRAY, KY
Least 713-41110
1411114166-411111
Iftatervalile TOLL. FREIE

Free Trifling Sampan Kit

1800-690-AVON
AVON wants individuais in
terested in earning
$8-5121w No door to door
I -800-6945644

I

ill 110
Wooled

1

CRUISE SHIPS NOW HIREarn up to
ING
$2 000. mo wodung on
cruise snips or lend lour
companies World travel
(Hawaii Mexico, Cam bean) Summer and fu1-8
ameempioyment avalebie
No examen°, necessary.
For more mionnetion cal
I 706-354-6900 extElT6
2ithrs
CUSTOMER service rep
energetic good people
skills highly motivated
necessary training pro
vided Send resume 63 PO
Box 910 Moray or call
753 7553 between
1m 2pm
DRIVERS Midwest Shor
Piaui and OTR Opporturw
ties, No slip seating home
weekly in shorthaul excel
lent pay benefits BUR
LIINGTON 1AOTOR CAR
RIERS 1 800 JOIN BMC
EOE
DRIVERS Over the Road
conventional equipment
flats w Sian 1 yea expen
since required Start 27 34
Benefits Call
CPM
800-4446648
DRIVERS Start S 24 26
Raises to $ 30 Home of
ten' Assigned convention
Free medical dental
$1000 tarp bonus $500
sally bonus Paid vaca
ton Retirement $300 May
during Flatbed training
HOF1NADY TRUCK LINE
1800-648-9664

OWNER Operators
RANGER/
wanted
LANDSTAR need 15
Robed and 5 4811 van op
*Kars to pull Cincinnati
01-4/WEST bound freight
Long miles/high dollars
Year round For information
call 800-872 5623 or
606-525 7120

MAINTENANCE
ELECTRICAL TECHNICIANPIrmlley Companies
Sitoone Products Drvisaon
Pans, TN seeks individuals
for MAINTENANCE/
ELECTRICAL TECHNICIAN. with experience in
mechenics eiectronics fly
droulics. pneurnabos gen
twat msintenance welding
arid machining ITT training
or mastery electronic train
rig a pius Mail resume to
Plumley Companies PO
Box 756 Pans TN 38242
Attention Silicone Plant
Personnel
MATURE experienced
server Earning potential
5200-$300•per week
Apply in person Shoney s
Restaurant Murray between 2 4pm Mon Thurs
Must be able to work any
shift & weekends
PART time maintenance
helper Apply in person at
Southside Manor Apart
ments 906 Broad St Ext
between 9arn 1 lam No
Phone calls please'

EARN up to $1 000 weekly
processing mad Start now
no experience free supplies tree intormation no
obligation sendSASE to
Lifetime Dept 28 PO Box
39 Bangs Texas 76823
EARN up to $3,00Gmo pro
castor.; mortgage refunds
in your area No experience
necessary 502•569 1962
EMPLOYMENT Notice
Full & part-twne postrtions
Crosslands Gat & Country
Club Benton KY (actacent
to Jonathon Creek) Cut
ninny accepting applica
bons & resumes for Pro
Shop & course rnainte
nanoe (knowledge of golf.
drawable Forward to RI 5
Box 454 A Benton KY
42025

CONVENANT TRANS
PORT 5500 Sign On Bo
nus (after 90 days) LAST
YEAR OUR TOP TEAM
EARNED OVER $95000
Starting at 5 27 to $ 29 Per
kiele PLUS BONUSES TO
$ 38 PER PALE Monthly
mileage bonus. yearly mi
leage bonus paid insur
NOW taking applications
since moteLlayover pay for responsible, depend
vacation deadhead pay sae, mature employees
REQUIREMENTS age 23 Must work evenings &
1 yr verifiable over the weekends Guaranteed
road. class A CDL with hours Apply after 4pm
hazardous materials Thur Sun. Pizza Magic
1-800-4.41.4394
Aurora No phone can
DAIRY worker for morning LAWN care individual
shift WO train, prefer fe- needed 753-6966
male 753-0150 attar 5pm
LICENSED LIFE &
DO you need a GED'
)Do HEALTH
AGENT
you need hope for the tu NEEDED-Quality products
lure and help to per a solid high commissions with adcareer We have 22 JOB vance before issue lead
openings for people 16 Ihru sys*m aid benefits (Must
21 that, are not full time hgh qualify for advances & ben
school students Call slits)
Call
753-9375 Five days a week 1 100-252 2581
•
between 8 00am 3 00prn
We we an EOE This pro- LOCAL insurance agency
mo a funded by tie West- has opening or customer
ern Kentucky Private In- service represenadhe with
property and calamity ex
dustry Councit-JTPA
penence preferred Seaga
DRIVERS J B Hunt tiring tarsal and computer skills
drivers today' It you're go helpful Fringes include
trig to drive tor a Irving J B right paid holidsys single
Hunt has a lob that
heath life arid asabdity
interest you and offers
insurance and two sleeks
more money Gal today'
pod vecatton after one
1 800-1146-2197 J B Hunt
yew Salary oommensu
The Beet Run For The Mo
rage with experience Send
ney EOE Subsect to Drug
resume to PO Box 1040 E
Screen
Murray KY 42071
WANTED OTR tuck driver
with 2yrs experience CDL
with hairnet required
502 7594001

CLASSIFIED

POSITION available for
couple in resident management (maintimanarofhos)
of manufactured home
park Telephone for info or
appointment David Darnel, 901-885-5874

REGIONAL Drivers
Wanted Based in the India
PART _lime _yard work, napoW_Area. Excellentgrm
some paining & genera and Wields. tale model
maintenance must be hard assigned conventional*.
Contact Dixie Midwest
working energetic, de
pendable & able to work Transortation
without supervision Most 1-800-526-4001
have own transportation
WILDLIFE/
753-3018

PART-time Mon thru Thur
clerk, typist secretary let
agricultural related office
Computer skills required
Interested persons send re
some and references to
PO Box 1040-G Murray
KY 42071
JERRY'S Custom Krtchen
Cabinets is now accepting
applications tor wood work
ers finishers & installers
Prefer experience 409
Sunbury behind Bunny
Bread Murray

Sales Person Wanted
- FULL TIME • Reasonable Starting Pay
• Pay Increase after 90 days
• Fringe benefits Include:
'Annual paid vacation 'ReDrement plan
'Heald' insurance
'Paid holidays
• Sales experience necessary.
Apply in person March 7-1t.
- No Phone Calls, Please!

DRIVERS. Teams Solos
Border to Bonder Cetadon
Trucking takes pride in providing world class service
Prom Canada to Mexico &
all points in between Out
team drivers averaged
$33 600 Our solo drivers
averaged $29 500 for
1993 We will pay for your
experience We have ex
ceilent freight lanes arid the
best conventional tractor
fleet on the road Sound
Interesting For more into(
mabon Call 800 729 9770
24 hrs

Articles
For Sao

For late

MURRAY SUPPLY CO.
206 E. Main St.

Business on
a Budget?
Run this 2x2 consistency ad in Classifieds every(Joy.including the Shopper.
tor S160 o month (paid in advance)

Call 753-1916 for details.

Income Tax
By Appointment Only

Page Bookkeeping
& Tax Service
Call Tony Page at

753-8107

CONSERVATION JOBS
Game wardens, security,
maintenance, etc No exp
necessary Now hiring. For
info call 219-794-0010 ext
7159. Ilarn-9prn. 7 days.
070
Derssetle
& Oaken
CLEANING houses ts my
business Reliable and ex
penenced. references Call
Linda 759-9553
LOVING mother will care
for children in her home
753-6278

759-1874

Fringe Benefits
Full Set

$30

Manicure
(Hot Wax)

Haircut

$8 Shades
Eq Color

$10

$20

Formerly Sun Sensations
--arid—
Norma Jeane's Nails

604,/: Broad Ext.

ANTIQUES by the piece or
collections Call 753-9433
after 5pm
CANOE, aluminum or fib
Call 759-4803 leave
message

College dor* preferred No sales background
necessary
Resurne piens ID: BEVERLY CULBREATH
RECRUITING DIRECTOR
555 JEFFERSON

PADUCAH, KY 42001

A BEAUTIFUL r
CHURCH WE)
Smoky Mountains
bug Chapels (Sirw
No tests-No Y
Photograpy, Muse.
ens, Videography,
bons, Limousines
moon Suites (Fir
Heart-Shaped Ji
Chnsban Cerema
Ed Taylor 1-800-3

WEIGHT LOSS GUARANTEED' Stops nibblers, bingers, emotional eaters.
$21 95 White Cross Tabs
Black Capsules. Cromium
Picolinate Plus available
WHOLESALE PHARMAC EUTICAL
1-800-340-3438 COD/
Credit Cards Accepted

A CHAPEL II
WOODS-Be marri
beautiful log chap
woods-Gatlinbu
blood test or waitini
Romantic honeyni
bins vehreplace
tubs! 1-800-729-4

ANTIQUE dining table & 6
chairs in solid oak $600
Call 753 6553

DESTIN, FL. I
Beach Resor
Construction 2br
condos start'
$141,500 Truly a
resort luxury. Cal
Real Estate
1-8004541966

GATLINBURG
3rd Night Free-Exc
days fireplace
kitchen clubfoot
Jacuzzis Honeym<
aals' Individual t
nted by Schweige
prises Free Br<
1-800-242-4853
968-5139

KILL ROACHES!
FORCER Overfati
Spray or OverNi
Control Conce
Makes 2 gallon
roaches overnight
money back, GI
TEED' Available a
to Coast, 604 N
Murray, KY

Publ

69"-1 29"
259"
MACHINE
49"
from

• NORTHERN TRAILS SKI

• WEIGHTS 110 t Set
Jima 1 Moe East of Murray on Hwy. $4
Wel worth the OrIvel

1111-F 10-0

753-3769

Sat. 10-5

Tobacco Farmers

LYNN GROVE FEED & SEED, INC.

CASH paid for good, used
rifles shotguns. and pistols Benson Sporting
Goods 519 S 12th,
Murray

• Green Houses
• Outside Float System
• Float Trays

Articles
For Sale

Salary Up to $40,000 plus Excellent fnnge
benefits to include retirement. medical and dental
for entire family, 401K and *sat:silty plan, 3 year
training program

MATTRESSES, any size
Buy factory direct' Ask about our Repadsl Smith Mat
Factory
tress
502-851-3160

WEIGHT bench, good
shape 27m. RCA TV 1
Yamaha guitar 759-1885.

CASH for mobile home
ores & axles 436 2578
901 644 0679

Metropolitan Llle One of the largest financial
insbtubons, seeks aggressive person 10 RI poso
bon in iocs area

EXECUTIVE SALES POSMON

LADIES gold Pulsar watch.
$75 Size sm wedding
dress, 5400 753-0789

USED offie•—lurniture
desks. chairs. 753-4444

• STEPPERS
Want
To Buy

FINANCIAL PRODUCTSA SERVICES

AND ilF1 LIATEDWAIYANI!

IS your home safe,Home
security is inexpensive,
adds value & peace of mind
to your home For information call 328 8944

800-782-RAFTIntormatin Ra
Dory Fishing, Kid:
Floats, Groups,
_Pwkshg, Under_0
*side Nationillii
Newsletter

TURQUOISE prom dress,
size 16, $40 489-2436 if
no answer !pave message

94 THINGS AND MORE I

WANTED Original old log
house barn, or individual
logs in good condition Call
after 5pm or leave mes
sage on machine
1 502 653 6198

10

GARDEN TILLERS. Rear,
Tine TROY BUILT Tillers.
at low, direct from tie factory moos For FREE catalog with prices, special
SAVINGS NOW IN EFFECT. and Model Guide,
FREE
TOLL
call
1-800-922-4600, Dept 6

PIANO tuning
Gottschalk. 753-9

SUN tanning beds new &
used financing available
Parts, service & supplies
Call Sonny Hooks
9 2 7 4 ,
7 5 3
1-800-540-9790

MERLE Norman & Uptown BLONDE dresser'chest
Girt Boutique 814 Main St. king w b. king bedspread'
MOTHER of 2 will babysit in Benton. KY 527-8899 has curtains navy strataloun
new beaded & sequined ger. coffee/end table set
her home CPR certified
prom dresses for rent or 753-0789
References. 753-1197
sale We also have tuxedo
WILL clean houses rea
rentals & most formal wear BROYHILL oak entertainsonable rates references
ment center. new $550.
NEW metal siding & roof- now $250 Perfect oondi437 4064
ing Cover 36- cut to length bon 435-4303 atter 5pm
WILL stay with elderly full or in 10 COICes galvanized
part time days or nights
and galvalurne Secondary COUCH & matching chair,
experienced 753-6170
if available Portable car- good shape. $130 Cal
port kits 489-2722 or 753-5390
489-2724
DINING room suite, large
PROM dress, mill/Ve, size double lighted hutch. $500
7-8 with matching pumps, 436-5509
$75 437-4240
KING size Sealy PostALTERATIONS and repairs Rental gowns & tuxe- RESTAURANT booths, urepedic bed set good
dos Ruth s See and Sew. tab* bps & chars for sale shape 753-3086
Cal 314-472-0286
Country Square 1608 N
190
121 Murray 753-6981
Farm
SAUNA/MASSAGE ReSEWING sibs wanted, in- duce stress lose weight
EeliPaHol
cluding formal wear
with Alpha Health Environ$1,700
753-1061
ment Capsule Ultimate in -• 2SUPER c tractors,
& $2.100 489-2697 after
body & mind fitness Port5 30pm
'
100
able, profitable, affordable
ill161101111
FREE color catalog 584 INT 7,600 hinker bar
OpP016,Way
1-800-680-4853
844 corn head 715 con
LOG HOME...DEALER- SUNQUEST WOLFF TAN- bone 810 header $3000
SHIP' Unlimited earning NING BEDS New 753-7468 call after 5pm
potenoall Part/Full time Commercial-Home Units
Leads.training Models From $199 Lamps from $14,904. Brentwood Lotions-Accessories
Log Homes, 427 River Monthly payments low aa
Rock Died, Murfreesboro, $18 Call Today FREE
GRAFITE golf dubs new,
TN 37129. 800-264-LOGS NEW Color Catalog
1 35 woods 3 thru pv4
(5647)
1-800-462-9197
irons 759-9874
PAY Phone Route 49 Located Payphones Local &
Collect
Established
$2 000/tirk Priced for immediate sale 1-800-956-7719
24/hrs
SAVE 1O_50%
orf R18,1111 Prices Everyday'
RETAIL store for sale Inquires PO Box 1040-F,
Flanging from 14994-549"
• TREADMILLS
Murray, KY
6 meows o crease from
140

REDKEN

1993 POOLS now at Big
Savings' Many models &
sizes For ex giant 19'X31'
pool with sundeck fence
and filter now only $988
complete Full financing
While supplies last' Limited
Call Jill at
area
1-800-758-6058

10IN table saw, 48in roll
away bed 10cu ft lawn &
garden cart Phone
492 8536 after 5pm
BOGARD trucking and excavating. inc We haul top
sod. gravel, fd dirt, all.
rock. rip rap 7541828
FRUSTRATION pencils
tracing_figures, book
owls,Wpm. MSS RI 1,
Horan. KY 42046

Offers a Complete Line of
• Soil-Less Mixes
• Finished Plants
• Started Plants

Now booking started & finished plants.
Construction amenable on greenhouses.

1-800-831-3239

(502) 435-4415

& chortle - cs
with lid paten
- pots & pans
flatware - ts;
needlework - I
fans - 6 hole gi
stove & ref. S.P8 ref. frees*
end table -pus
beam scales
pentar tools roping saddle
nice 2 horse t

200 E Yamah,
windows & dc
Many other il

Every Tuesday Night at 7:00
(ixers ow ill 6 00)

Knights of Columbus Hall
KY 54 West m Johnny Robinson Rosa Sour+ to
HMO Reit right on Ile Hole Road 114 nide

••••

Sat., March
Dan Miller
Grove,Ky.Fi
Lynn Grove.
through Coh
Hwy. 1.836 fo
auction sigr
Nice old oak
with bevel mui
& 2 drawer be
other old Ian
drawer chest
stool - small sl
frames - cotto
books - old bo
People - 2 or
leaf table - (2
warming close
model 1200 sl
12 ga. shotgt
Savage 12 ga
Ideal single 1
Browning rit14
- straight raz
balance scales
platters - pin
green pitcher
lamp - old pit
silver lamp mixing bowl.
Crown & G004

SO

C_It.7,“ 1,1y

rain or shin..
Lunch availak
your suction

MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES

Arisousets
F. Real

Pea
I Swiss

FURNISHED apartments
No pets 1 or 2 people only
Zimmerman Apar trnents
753-6609

PEG S Dog Grooming
753-2915

Nimes For
GOLF clubs Cleveland RAINOOW vacuums all CUSTOM order or buy your
792 Vas Boron irons, mixkils 2yr warranties horns Worn stock One of
Coney Ponn model Below starting $339-4699 Ray the Southeast's largest &
atiolesale, used twice WS Russell Vacuum Shop
oldest dealerships of qualaccept trade in Also 443-T720
ity budt, energy efficient
numerous bass IMO, bulk
manufactured home*
SMOKY MTN MEMO- Dinluns Mobile Homes,
only 753-6275
RIES 13esusful chapel m Inc , Lake Hwy 79E, Pans
GUNS & ammo, mokircy
Gatlinburg-Weddings
de helmets, work boos & simple to elegant - TN. 1-800-642-4891
camping supplies Jerry's Photographs, Flowers. Vid- EXCELLENT condition,
Sporeng Goods,6Ih& Wal- eos, Lodging, Limo 1983 2br real nice $7 300
nut, Mayfiekl KY
Ordained Minister-No 75341428
blood tests, No waiting
GUNS Special on SKS nf
MOBILE HOME REPOS
us$119 Good used & new 1-800-242-7115
FOR SALE Singies/
hand guns Good used shot WEDDINGS OLD- doubles Financing availguns & rifles AK47 Spor- FASHIONED Candlelight able Clean late model
tars I buy, sell & Wade ceremonies Mountain homes Green Tree FinanPhone 436-5650 Mon--Sat Chapel overlooking rrver, cial Corporation/Kentucky,
near Gatlinburg Every- 6 06 2 2 3 1 0 1 0
or
thing provided Acconmo- 1-800-221 8204
2111
dabons Romantic CARRIAGE RIDE Cabins, Ja- NICE 14X75 2br. 2 bath,
Firewood
CtIZZI1 or Hot Tubs Charge Sunshine $13,000
A FIREWOOD for sale Cards accepted HEART- 753-1481 after 5pm
437-4667
LAND 1-800 448 VOWS PRE-OWNED Homes
(8697)
Hurry while they last! *311
FIREWOOD, also tree ser2br, 12X60 only $2,995
vice 436-2562
now $1,995 *323 2br,
Business
12X60 was $3.995 now
220
Services
$2,995 *253 2br 12X60
was $5,995 now $4,995
K T I and Associates offer
Musical
mg a full line of investigative *357 2br, 12X65 was
PIANO tuning John services Bel Air Center
$2,500 now $1,500 #344
Gottschalk, 753-9600
2br, 14X70 $500 down &
753-3868 or 436-6099
$196 per month Repo!
#305 14X70 Repo $500
279
down & $195 per month
Mobile
Mimelleneeim
Many more pre-owned &
Homes For Sal.
Repo homes to choose
Whitewa-782-RAFT800
12X60 2BR, 1 BA, new from! See these at Voluntor Informain Raft Tnps, natural gas heater and
teer Homes, Hwy 79 East
Dory Fishing. Kids, Sorter counter top range, needs
Paris, TN 901-642-4466
Floats. Groups, Paved redecorating $3750 obo
Parking, Under One Roof, 346-1111
200
amide Pistons' Park. Free
Mobile
16X72
1991
ATLANTIC
Newsletter
Home For Rent
2br, 2 bath
t acres
A BEAUTIFUL CHAPEL 753-1014
10X55 2BR furnished,
CHURCH WEDDING Smoky Mountains Gatlin- 1977 SKYLINE 14X70 3br, $165/mo with lease & deposit 753-3860 after 5pm
bug Chapels (Since 1980) 14 bath, stove refngera
No tests-No Waiting, tor, central ha $7,200 28R Grogan's Trailer Park
Photograpy, Music, Flow- Must be moved 527-0900
Appliances & water furners, Videography, Recepished
Coleman RE
tions, Limousines. Honey753-9898
moon Suites (Fireplaces,
SHADY Oaks - 2 or 3br,
Heart-Shaped Jacuzzis)
electric or gas. Walking disChristian Ceremony. Rev.
tance to college 753-5209.
Ed Taylor 1-800-346-2779.
A CHAPEL IN THE
WOODS-Be married in a
beautiful bog chapel in the
woods-Gatlinburg No
blood test or waiting period!
Romantic honeymoon cabals witireplaa3 and hottubs! 1-800-729-4365.
DESTIN, FL, Pelican
Beach Resort-Pre Construction 2br, beach
condos starting at
$141,500. Truly affordable
resort luxury. Call Adams
Real Estate, Inc
1-800-654-1966
GATLINBURG Summit.
3rd Night Free-Except Holidays, fireplace, balcony,
kitchen, clubhouse poollacuzzis. Honeymoon Specads! Individual units rented by Schnveigert Enterprises. Free Brouchura
1-800-242-4853, (205)
988-5139
KILL ROACHES! Buy ENFORCER OverNite Roach
Spray or OverNite Pest
Control Concentrate.
Makes 2 gallons. Kills
roaches overnight or your
money back, GUARANTEED! Available at. Coast
to Coast, 604 N 12th St,
Murray, KY.

We Move
Mobile Homes
5024374608

320
Apartments
For Rent

Sat., March 5th, 1994 at 10 a.m. at the
Dan Miller Auction Barn at Lynn
1BR dose to university,
Grove,Ky.From Murray take 94 West to
some utilities paid
753-8756
Lynn Grove.From Mayfield take 121So.
through Coldwater,Ky.turn south onto
1BR furnished apartment, 2
Hwy. MS follow to auction. Watch for
blocks MSU $160/mo plus
auction signs.
deposit 753-9577 after
Nice old oak dresser - nice oak sideboard
business hours
with bevel mirror - oak dresser base - nice 1
1 OR 2br apts near down& 2 drawer beside table,one maybe walnut town Murray 753-4109
other old lamp tables - nice old small 2
2BR, 1/, bath Stove, redrawer chest - 3 drawer chest - old organ
frigerator, dish washer furnstool - small slipper rocker - nice old picture
ished Days 753-6266,
frames - cotton bats - very old 1800's school
nights 759-1506
Island
&
Their
books - old books 1876, Our
2BR, 1 bath duplex,
People - 2 Or 3 old quilts - small wood drop
$250/mo plus deposit
leaf table - (2) nice wood cook stoves with
753-3415
warming closets - 2showcases - Winchester
model 1200 shotgun - Remington model 11
2BR, 1 bath on Wiswell Rd.
12 ga. shotgun - ?0 ga. pump shotgun 5325/mo 1-901-642-8897
Savage 12 ga. model 755-A shotgun - old
leave message
Ideal single barrel shotgun - new 22 cal.
NEWLY constructed 2br
Browning rifle lock on barrel - pocket knives
duplex, w/d hookup,
- straight razors - granny glasses - pocket
$400/mo 753-0472
balance scales - wall coffee grinder - old meat
platters - pink & green depression - nice
2BR duplex central h/a, all
green pitcher - stem green fruiters - Aladdin
appliances $395/mo
lamp - old pink kerosene lamp - old footed
753-9302 after 4pm
silver lamp - small old flat irons - stone
2BR duplex new Northmixing bowls - powder dish - hen on nest wood Lease & deposit No
Crown & Goodwin pottery - stone jugs,jars
pets 753-3672 after 5pm
& churns - cast iron items - universal jar
2BR townhouse new, spa
with lid patented March 1, 1892- old lantern
cloys, all appliances includ
- pots & pans - dish pans - butcher knives.
I ng washer & dryer
flatware - turkey call - tobacco pegs 753-4573
needlework - lots oflinen - electric heaters &
upstairs appliances &
28R
fans -6 hole gun case -odd bed - wood plain water furnished $285/mo
stove & ref. -chest freezer • washer & dryer plus deposit 489 2296
St'S ref. freezer - couch & love seat - coffee &
end table - push mower - fishing equipment 2BR water furnished Lobeam scales - upright corn sheller - carcated 1601 Farmer,
$300/rno Coleman RE
penter tools - hand & yard tools - nice 15"
753-9898
roping saddle by Lamb - 2other old saddles nice 2 horse trailer with large tack room 48R, 2 bath spot available
200 E Yamaha 3 wheeler - shop vise - storm
now Centel his, apt*
windows & doors - old coins - barber chair.
cances furnished Located
on Douguid Criternan RE
Many other items not listed. Auction hei'd
rain or shine. Not responsible for accidents. -- 753-9896
Lunch available. For more information and
A 28R, 2 bath duplex, ass
your suction needs phone 435-4144.
heat. garage Available
now
Coleman RE
753-9898

1)an IIiIIvr - Darrell licang‘
errs Paschall - Auctioneer,

'Ai
)NC/ I

--

Motile
Komi Lcts For Rent

1985 BUCCANEER,
14X72, 2br, 11
/
2 bath, lots MOBILE home lots for rent
of extras, excellent condi- 492-8488
tion Located in Coach Estates 759-4453.
300
Business
1987 14X76 38R, 2 bath
Rentals
Must Sell! Best offer.
753-9273 or 759-4574
800-2200S0 tt Coleman
RE 753-9898
1993 FRANKLIN 16X80
$24,000 Firm. 753-6384, HARD to believe that office
after 5pm.
space on the courtsquare in
Murray is afford2BR trailer, 1 bath, needs downtown
able
&
available,
but it is &
work, $2,800. 436-5701
Debbie can tell you all ab3BR secluded home, gar- out it. Call 753-1266
age & storage building with
PARIS, TN approximately
wooded acreage & fishing
8500
square foot in shoppond, located 12 miles
ping center. Extremely high
Southeast of Murray
Under 420,000. 759-9171. traffic count. Ideal location
for retail outlet in developATTENTION, SELLERS/ ing retirement & trade cenBUYERS, mobile home ter. Principals only
loans. 1976 and newer 901-642-8781 weekdays
from Green Tree Financial
RETAIL or Office Space in
Refinancing available
Fast, friendly service For S Side Shopping Center
application
call 753-4509 or 753-6612
1-800-221-8204.
310
CUMMINGS Meter Poles.
Want
Specializing in mobile
To Rent
home electric services 200
amp $375. 100 amp $325 WANT to rent 2br house in
private setting in the Murray
435-4027
area 753-5157

Public Auction

•••••11.1.11,1

285

ti / ( cis I, If P(Ip0

EMBASSY 2br, central
plianoss furnished
Me:
m n
RE 753-91011

FOR sale Registered Nor
wagon Elkhound puppies
1,2,380 aps Furnished.
Parents are excellent stock
very /11C0 near MSU No
squirrel dogs Make won76 3 1 2 5 2 &
pets
derful pets Cal after 5pm
days 753-0606 after 5pm
(901) 642-5191
MUR-CAL Apartments now
scooping applications tor
1 2 and 3br apartments
Phone 759-4984 Equal
Housing Opportunity

2 BR duplex North&
wood
w patio
carport, cent H A,
refrigerator,
stove,
dishwasher. disposal,
bedWD hookup
rooms have 15 foot
long closets, many
kitchen cabinets
SEPAINCLUDES
RATE PRIVATE 20x30
STORAGE BLDG W
DOOR
OVERHEAD
REFERENCES
400
DEPOSIT 400 MONTH
NO PETS 753-3018

NEW large duplex 2 full
baths gas heat in private
area, lease & deposit,
$500/mo. No pets! Ciays
763- 1 1 55 , nights
753-1623
NICE duplex 2br, central
h/a, appliances furnished
Coleman RE 753-9898

HAVE an obedient sale
dog for show or home
Classes or private lessons
Serving Murray for over
12yrs 436-2858
ROTWEILLERS AKC have
been wormed 4 males 1
female ready now
759-2598
.130

Real
Estate
3-5 ACRE restricted building sites for sale with frontage on 94 West & Butter
worth Rd between Murray
& Lynn Grove Contact
Kopperud Realty
753-1222 for details
58 ACRES prime development property southwest of
Murray
Must sell ,
759-9247
-8 ACRES East of Murray,
-open & wooded, black top
road near KY Lake, beautiful $8,950 Terms
759-1922 or 753-4984
CONDOMINIUM for sale or
lease Low utilities, on site
security 753-3293 after
Gem,
FREE brochure! Lakefront
& acreage land bargain on
crystal dear Norris Lake in
Northeast Tennessee
Nicely wooded spectacular
views! Paved roads. Excellent financing. Buy direct
from developer/owner &
save thousands! Call Norris
7
days
Shores
800-488-4883.. File
00-07019-48-166D,

011ered
313R, 1 bath, bnck home 13
miles Southeast of Murray
$50.000 759-1352
38R, central gas heat & aw,
3yrs old *iced back yard
MOO neighborhood
Good
starter or retiree home lm
mediate possession
753 5214 attar 5pm
BY owner 2br 1 bath, basement & upstairs Roomy,
central gas heat 1. air,
fenced in yard, barn, corner
lot Must see! Call
759-4953, priced in tie
$40s
FOR SALE BY OWNER
3br, 11
/
2 bath brick ranch
Eat-in kitchen, formal dining room, living room,
family room with
bay
window Genial gas heat &
air wail-to-wall carpet,
ceiling fans Jacuzzi Lot
75150, adjacient lot available Wak to banks & shopping Priced to sell, mid
$70's Call for appt
753-4359
FOR SALE BY OWNER.
3br, 11
/
2 bath brick ranch.
Eat-in kitchen, formal dining room, living room,
family room with /
1
2 bay
window Central gas heat &
air, wall-to-wall carpet, ceiling fans, jacuzzi Lot
75x150, adjacient lot available Walk to banks & shopping. Priced to sell, mid
$70's Call for appt
753-4359.
FRESH on the market, 3br
brick home in Southwest
school district Central gas
heat, central electric air,
attached garage, offered at
$72,500 thru Kopperud Realty 753-1222 MLS*5496

NOW taking applications
OWNER being transferred
for Section 8 low rent hous& would like a quick sale on
ing Apply in person at
this beautiful 1993 double
Southside Manor, 906
wide 1820 square feet moBroad St Extended, bebile home with vaulted ceiltween 8am-12noon No
ing & stone fireplace, 3br, 2
phone calls please Equal
Housing Opportunity
KOPPERUD Realty has bath, fenced yard & back
deck, in quiet area, just
SUMMER'S coming, beau- buyers waiting to purchase minutes from
town. Offered
price
ranges
If
homes-all
tiful lake duplex, boat ramp,
in mid $40's through Kopeach 2br, w/d hook up, you are thinking of sellingcourte- perud Realty. 753-1222
15min. from Murray Top contact one of our
professional MLS* 5416.
and
ous
$350trno, bottom $275/mo
agents at 753-1222 or stop
527-9639
READY for Springtime livby office at 711 Main St
ing, this home in Spring
TAKING applications for
Creek Oaks features 5br,
section 8 rent subsidized NEW 40)(50' commercial Large living spaces, Peachapartments. 1, 2 & 3 bed- metal building in Lynn tree windows, fireplace,
rooms, handicap accessi- Grove, frontage Hwy 94 W and vaulted ceilings, The
ble Equal Housing Oppor- comer lot 753-4873 after large master suite has all
tunity. Apply Hilldale Apts 6pm
the amenities with walk-in
Hardin, Ky. or call
NEW duplex for sale Cam- closet and master bath. Be
502-437-4113
bridge Estates Gene sure and add this to your list
VERY nice 2br, 2 bath du- Steely 753-6156
to see, at the asking price of
plex, appliances furnkshed,
it's a real value.
ROBERTS Realty Callo- $159,900
central gas heat S air.
Kopperud Realty,
oldest and Contact
County's
way
$475/mo 1 mo deposit, 1
753-1222. MLS15440.
most reliable real estate
yr lease No pets Call
agency For all your real
753-2905
estate needs call them to- SPACIOUS 3br, 2.5 bath
day at 753-1651! Syca- home located on a quiet
more and 12th St
street New central gas
were added in
UNDER construction 1800 heat & air
'92 Large closets & storsquare toot duplex located
1614 OLIVE, all utilities Folbrook subdivision oft age space, generous sized
furnished, kitchen & living Duiguid Rd Brick veneer, rooms & immediate posroom privileges_ Coleman central gas. 753-4873 after session make this a home
you need to see! Listed to
RE 753-9898
6pm.
sell at $75,000. Kopperud
8 MILES south of Murray, WILL you supervise con- Realty, 753-1222.
$100/mo 436-2510
struction? Will you paint? MLS*5469
Do you want home equity?
3•10
471)
You CAN own your dream
Houses
home! Call Miles Homes
For Mint
today 1-800-343-2884, ext
Mcdorcyclos
1
1982 JP 560 Kawasaki,
2BR, 1 bath, 503 Pine,
red, 4 eye, 20,XXX
stove, refrigerator, w/d, gas
$975 Ask for Kevin, Days
heat. No pets $295/mo
753-5315, nights
Lease & deposit 753-7210
753-6742
2BR house on So 7th St. 100X140 SOUTHWEST
5350/mo, lease 41 deposit Vila subdivision. NI city
required. 753-4109.
utilities, 918,600 firm.
-Canf.
4BR house 1603 Olive 7-51-413- Wsr
small 3br house • 1603
OWe 492-8225
4BR, natural gas heat at
& appliances, lease deposit & references required
492-8526
EXCEPTIONALLY nice
3br, 2 bath, brick. $650/mo
lease & deposit required
753-4109
360
For Rat
Or Lease
Brakes for rent, Pro Two
for vinyl siding 436-2701
CREEKVIEW Self-storage
warehouses on Center
Drive behind Shoney's
$20-$40/mo 759-4081
NORTHWOOD Storage
presently has units avail
able Call 753-2905
370
Livestock
& Supplies
HICKS Horseshoerng Gra
duets of Colorado School
of Trades Farrier Science
Jason
Hicks
502-527-3692
REGISTERED Limousin
bull, 1 4yr old 1 2yr old
489-2272
ROUND bales of grass,
$21/roll Square bales of
clover some wheat hay
left $2 50/bale 753 8848
before 9pm
3tio
Few
11 Supplies
AKC Longhair German
Shepard puppy to good
home $130 753-9270
AKC Registered Deknation
puppies Wormed $150res
492-8807
DOG Day Afternoon dog
grooming 750 1768

.16.0

Homo
For SOW

1304 OLIVE Blvd Excellent
Blvd location, 2 story colonial with columns LR, formal dining, library, large
kitchen with island & pantry, large family room with
fireplace, 5br, 2 full, 2-Yi
baths, utility room, patio, 2
car garage Call for appt
753-7689

1904 PONTIAC Firebird
auto cinri eat, arnitm cas
s•tt•, $1 500 obo
753-1741 alter 4prn Wed
alter 9pm

Al IA leaf raking & mulching, light haukng 436-2528
ask for Mart

1986 GRAND Air,
4dr, loaded, $3,500 otxi
753-9892 8am-5pm

Al, AL'S hauling yard
work, tree removal, mowing Free estimates
759-1683

1968 CHEVROLET Celebrity, auto, p/s, pro, a/c,
stereo, new Ores. 51,XXX
miles Clean car, 43,250
502-875-4050 (dealer)

A1A tree service Removal,
Dimming, hauling & dean
up 492-8254

1988 MERCEDES 190E,
23, signal red, tan teeter,
sun roof, excellent condition 753-5264
1988 OLDSMOBILE Delta
Brougham, V-6, loaded
whoa exterior, new ores
runs excellent $3,500
Phone
Frankfort
502-875-4050
or
502-875-1844 (dealer)

M * THE EXTRAVAGANZA OF THE YEAR *
A i CONSIGN TO THE AUCTION T14AT MHOS
C

THOUSANDS OF BUYERS TO MAYFIELD, KY.
IF YOU NAVE MACHINERY TO SEU.

H

CALL NOW! CONSIGN EARLY!

, DON'T MSS TWE EVENT Or TINE rsAsn
O Bring Your Equipment To The Fairgrounds

N °naW
M rch 9th, 10th, 11th For heat-In..
E [ SATURDAY,sums 11,1904 I
I AN UNIMUSINIBUI AINITIMI SUSUMU
R
TNI AlICTIONFIR

{AWN' IAR1111 i.

PHONE_ ts02-6231-8484i

APPLIANCE SERVICE
Kenmore, Westinghouse
Whirlpool 30. years experience
BOBBY
HOPPER. 436-5648
BACKHOE Service corn
Mess foundations septic
systems R H Nesbitt, PM
sonry Phone 492-8516
BACKHOE SERVICE
BRENT ALLEN septic tank
installation, repair, replace
rnent 759-1515
BACKHOE Service com
plea foundations, septic
systems R H Nesbitt Ma
sonry Phone 492-8616
BACKHOE Service ROY
HILL Septic system drive
ways, hauling, foundations,
etc 759-4664

A 1 carpentry work house
plans drawn remodling
decks, homes built no Job
to small, free estimates
Call J&C Construction
436-5398

B&G Maintenance & lawn
care Free estimates Ask
Bill 759-4490

Al TREE Service Stump
removal and spraying Free
estimates 753-0906 after
5pm, 759-9816, 753-0495

BOB'S Plumbing Repair
Service All work guaranteed
753-1134 or
436-5832

BEST rates for lawns
mowed 753-6986

CARPET installation 30
ALL gutters & leaves plus years experience,
1988 TOYOTA Supra, cleaned Mowing, leaf pick- cornmencial and residential vinyl, tile berber Work
white, 59,XXX miles, good up
condition, all power, dorm, hauling. Call David Bailey guaranteed Measures and
Sartan Lawn Care. repairs Call 474-2131 or
$8,200, obo 753-7636 at
753-6986.
437-4543
leave message
ALPHA Builders- Carpen- CARPORTS for cars and
1989 ESCORT LX, one
try, remodeling, porches, trucks Special sizes for
owner, 4dr, auto, red,
concrete, drive- motor home, boats, RVs
98,XXX well maintained roofing,
, painting, mainte- and etc Excellent protecmiles*
.Car. 82.50074*
"
.
nance,
etc. Free estimates tion, high quality, excellent
437-4432.
489-2303.
value Roy Hill 759-4664
1989 HONDA Prelude, exANTIQUE
refinishing
fur
CHIM Chlm Chimney
tra dean, Sap 527-9649
niture repair & custom Sweeps has 10% senior
1991 CAMERO RS, T-top, woodworking 753-8056
citizen discounts We sell
teal, 305, 63,XXX miles,
chimney caps and screens
APPLIANCE
REPAIRS
$8,5001 437-4432
Factory trained by 3 major 435-4191
1991 EAGLE Talon, bright manufacturers All work COE'S General Repair
red with charcoal interior, and parts warranted Ask Electric, carpentry, drywall
aluminum wheels, all wheel for Andy at The Appliance finishing, plumbing
drive, loaded A real eye Works, 753-2455
492-8403
catcher Asking $10,800
Must sell immediately
753-9767 after 6pm.
1991 MAXIMA SE, red,
black leather, p/w, pit sun
roof, 36,XXX miles, 1
owner. 753-8678.
1992 GRAND Am, white,
4dr, 27,000 miles,excellent
condition 759-9350

495
Vans

William Duncan
Building Contractor
Experienced builder of houses,
garages pole barns & storage
buildings Also remodeling Call for
estimates, no job too large or too
small

474-8267

1983 CHEVY custom van,
94,XXX miles, 305 eng.,
loaded. 759-9056.
1989 DODGE Grand Caravan SE,one owner, grey on
grey, 109,000 highway
miles. Excellent condition.
Asking $6,500. Phone
502-227-2760 (Frankfort).

GARLAND'S
PROFESSIONAL PAINTING
104 N. 13th St.
753-8823
FREE ESTIMATES

Soo

Used
Trucks

Interior and Exterior
Residential & Commercial cc,

1981 CHEVY pick-up, swb,
$2,500 obo. 492-8807.
1985 CHEVY pickup Silverado, loaded, black, bedliner, set) 489-2721
1987 GMC Jimmy 4X4, red/
gray, 101,XXX miles, runs
great! $6,800. 474-8367

Protect Your Number One Investment

1111 DIY PAINTING

1987 RED, Mazda, king
cab truck, power brakes,
air, aluminum wheels,
$3,800 obo Call before
5pm 474-8216 ask for
Chris

1989'!. TON Ford, 59,XXX
miles 328-8688

AT THE FAIRGROUNDS - MAYFIELD, KY!!

tree removal,

mulch hauling Free eel
mat•s
Tim Lamb
436-5744

1985 RX7 silver, sito arc,
excellent condition $3.850
obo 753-6885

1978 MUSTANG Gish,reliable & good shape, $750.
489-2441

9:00 A.M.- Regardless Of Wioathar

trimming

1 1 1 A Hauling, tee trimming, wee removal, dewing out sheds, slice, & odd
Jobs Free estimates
436-2102 Luke Lamb

1976 MERCEDES, high
mileage, good condition,
$3,500 753-0789_

F Wri-Vii‘i i co.)
A The Annual Gigantic Consignment
R JACKSON PURCHASE FARM MACHINERY
A.LIcalricom _
M SAT.,MARCH
12, 1994

1 1 1 1 A Hauling, moving,
dew up odd Kobe Wee

10115 BUICK Century, while
with burgundy cloth, lots of
equipment 30 V-6, errs
wheels, 2 now bras Super
$2,000
nice car
502-875-4050 (dottier)

1988 S-10 BLAZER, Tahoe, 4wheel dr local truck,
excellent condition $8100.
753-8809

1982 CUTLASS Ciera,
$1200 753-6860 after
Sim
1984 300 ZX-2+2, all options, T-tops, digital dash,
leather interior, etc 73,XXX
miles (quality car) $5,700.
/
2 bath, brick on 3 .753-8623 after 6pm.
2BR, 11
acres on Hwy 80 near
1984 FORD LTD, 6 cyc,
Aurora, $55,000
4dr, gray Runs good, nice,
753-6556. 753-2951
$1,250. 474-2382
2BR house at Pine Bluff
88, 2dr,
Shores or will trade for 1984 OLDS Delta
wooded acreage East of loaded, V-8, good condi750-9311
Murray Phone 436-5650 tion $2,500 obo

C

11

THURSDAY, MARCH 3, 1994

1989 MAZDA 82200,
sharp Call 753-6579 after
$Pal
1992 CHgVROLET 4X4
ext cab:6 20,XXX miles,
$16,500 435-4374
1992 SILVERADO extended cab- loaded,
29,XXX miles, white w/blue
interior, extra nice $13,500
firm Call 759-1912 before
10pm
1994 MAZDA B3000 SE
cab plus Alloy wheels,
bedlines a/c p/s p/b am/
In, cassette stereo
489-2335
510
Campers

PAPERHANGING
1 ILIMPOtt,
FM WIXOM • .

Ressorebie Raise
Hecht Atoms

\

7534931

High Standards With An Extra Touch For Wail

Simplicity

Authorised
BRIGGS & STRATTON
• and KOHLER
Service Casa

Across from Southern States

Lamb's Small Engine
101 Industrial Road
P.O. Box 247
Murray, KY 42071
Also

BCS Tillers
Kevin Lana
Richard Lomb

Seats
Molise
14 FOOT semi-v bottom
wide boat with trailer &
lights Good condition,
$500 753-2953

1 ;,• v-

Repair Work

753-2925

WOOD WORICS

"8igns

Is now
28FT 5th wheel, extra nice
489-2018

lams-alder

offering

PROMOTIONAL PRODUCTS!
Pens, Mugs, Keychains, Buttons, Magnetic Business
Cards, Kites, Balloons, Desk Accessories, Memo
Boards. Pins and Many, Many More Products'

Call (502) 382-2306 (Pa

or Fax)

We socapt Ku or MasterCard

16FT skeeter 70HP
Yamaha, Evenrude trolling
motor & crappie bar
753- 7252
ALUMINUM 36ft house
boat for sale Sleeps 4 has
bath, kitchen, Isms front
deck Sun deck on top of
cabin 115hp Evenrude
motor 436-5811
WANT to buy boat, motor &
Weller, in good shape, reasonable Cat afar 3prn
436-6748

CUSTOM WON= CAIIINOTII
CUSTOM 11100DWOINoiati

Al Typos Cl:
Custom

Woodworking
o rid

Kitchen & Bath Cabinets
• Drop Dy And See Our Showroom •
ISO Soalmoy

*arm (UAW Bunny Steed)

753-5940

4,,Ammbit

.•

12
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MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES

hbei

Sweet
area
CONSTRUC T101 Frarn
mg. $2 a squire loot and
up Tripp Wiinams
753-0663
COUNTERTOPS aistom
Homes. tarns offices
ruins Recovery Murray
436 5560
CUNNINGHAM'S Healing
and Cooling Service Cornpare insmarion and ser
Ice Call Gary at
759-4754
CUSTOM bulldozing and
beers°, work septic sys
tams 354 8161 ale( 4prn
CUSTOM bush hogging
& Ming (up 10 6.00dP)
489 2995
DRYWALL finishing ,e
pairs additions and Now
ing ceilings '53 4761
ELECTRICAL Ron Hall
Heating Cooing 8 Eiecinc
Inc Service sales and on
staiiabon ,5021 435 4699
435 432'
EXPERENCED dry wall
4)nisnin.g References avail
able 436 2060
GENERAL Repair peurnb.
irig roofing tree work
436 2642
GERALD WALTERS
Roolmg vinyl siding paint
Irig
ree estimates
18
years experience Lace re
%stances 436 2701

Construction
Remodeling vinyl siding
vinyl replacement win
doers vinyl flooring
4362062
HADAWAY

SEAMLESS gutters in
stalled residenasl or corn
morale Serval Guest Co
753-6433

SAND8LASTING lawn
furniture Puck beds ors.
wailers equipment, antiques, motorcycles No lob
too big or small CM Mike
Holton 7538756

The Cumberland opens
branch office in Murray

H. David Hale. chairman and
president of The Cumberland Fedcral Savings Bank. announced that
BRYON'S LAWN SERVICE Free estimates the bank has officially opened The
Cumberland's Loan Producuon Of753-4591
in Murray.
SHEETROCK finishing lice
Cumberland is celebrating
The
Larry
ceilings
textured
the opening of the new office
Chnsman 492 8742
at 305 North 12th St., Suite
SUREWAY Tree • Saimp located
Removal insured with lull D. University Square, with a week
long celebration including refreshme ot equipment Frees.
menu and prizes that began Feb. 28.
timates Day or night
.753- 5484
A short ribbon cutting ceremony
THE Gutter Co Seamless will take place at 4- 30 pm Thursaluminum gutters vanety day. March 3.
of colors Licensed in
The new loan office will focus on
sized Estimate avalabie
the borrowing needs of individuals
759-4690
and businesses in Murray and surVCR REPAIR Wood VCR rounding Calloway County. The
Service Center clearwp
staff will originate, process
servicing $15 most repairs office
home mortgage loans.
close
and
$35 Free estimates Rev*
home equity loans, commercial
1 Aino Open 9-12 I 5
loans Ind •an array of consumer
Mon Fri 753 0530
loans including car and boat loans.

HEATING Ron KM Heat'rig Cooling and Electric
Co Service unit replace
ment and complete instal
Ion Licensed gesinstaler
Phone 435-4661).
LAWN seeding ifirliking
it excavation theinink
*ming 753 9270
LEES CARPET CLEANING "Serving Calloway Co
tor 22 years' Carpets
Upholstery Emergency
water remove 753- 5827
LICENSED tor eiectnc and
gas 753 7203
LILL LAWN SERVICE corn
marciai or residential free
estimates :at 753 4001
after 5pm
PLUMING repairman with
same day service Call
WANTED Girls age 4-19
436-5255
trie 1994 Miss KY
for
Home
SON
ROCKY COL
T••n Pre teen/
Coed
Repair Roofing siding Pnnoess Scholarship
Papainting plumbing con geant
an application or
crew Free estimates Cat more For
information call
474 2307
I -800 818 22251

Attention
Classified Advertisers!
Dial-A-Service is a handy chp-out section
running*ach Monday in the classifieds You get a
23E1 display ad, regularly priced at $10 00, for

Only $5 A Week!
(Minimum of 13 Weeks)
Stop by our office today or dial 753-1916

LIQUIDATION
SALE

Reid Hearn, vice president and
manager of The Cumberland's Mayfield branch, will oversee the opermoms at the Murray office with
David Hudspeth as the loan ongtnator and Angela Rogers as the loan
processor. Both David mid Angela
are from the Murray area.
The Cumberland Federal Savings
Bank is a wholly-owned subsidiary
of The Cumberland Federal Rancorporauon,Inc., whose common stock
trades on the NASDAQ National
Market System under the symbol
"CMElK". Founded in 1886, The
Cumberland has assets of S1.2 blihon. Corporate offices are located
in Louisville with 44 offices located
in 13 clues throughout the state
including a 55-unit ATM network.
The Cumberland offers a broad
array of banking services with em phasis on real estate and consumer
lending.

The Murray High School speech
team competed in the Vestavia Hills
Rotary Club Over the Mountain
Classic. Feb. 25-26, in Vestavia
Hills. Al.
NIHS was one of 43 competing
schools representing 12 states rangmg from Massachusetts to Lout_tuna- ___
Those placing individually from
Murray were: Erica Rowlett. second, original oratory; Lori Cook,
second, prose; David Graves and
Jessica Jones, second, duo; Rachel

•I
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•7
QJ 8 4
• A Q 106
•K 1085
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•,
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•1
The bidding:
South Weal
Dble
1*
4*
Opening lead
Assume yot
West leads the
should you phm
Your poten
two diamonds
try leading a d
some point,bu
ding, this is n
oeed.
Oddly enot
lies in permit

YOUR COST
000 5500_54900
Major Dept Store Brands
-Leslie Fay -Jessica Howard
-and Many More

wir

OIL

Fleming Furniture... Benton LI Paducah • • •

401
•I
•I

Map Department Store Brands Sues 424
%tail Values Up to $1&l00

••
•

Cella, fourth,original oratory; Catie
Bates and Caleb Johnson, fourth,
duo; Tracy Perv arse, fifth, prose; and
Katie McNealy, sixth, extemporaneous speaking.
The MRS Speech team will next
compete in the Catholic Forensic
League District Speech Tournament
in Shcperdsvilie. Ky.. March 5.
Those who place in the top six of
their event at the district level
qualify to auend the CFL National
Tournament in Oshkosh, Wisc.,
May 28-29.

South dealer.
Both aides vuli

•DRESSES •SUITS
•SPORTSWEAR
•WESTERNWEAR

44

MHS speech team competes

CASO1

-Over 1,000 New Dresses Under $20
-Over 2000,
to choose from
•1st Duality No Seconds
-Dresses. Church, Career, Casual
-City Suits and Short Sets

SALE DATES:
March 3, 4, 5

OR CHECKS
ACCEPTED

OF
PARKING
AVAILABLE

PLENTY

Hoilts:-Thurs. & Frl. 9-6
sat 9-4
•

LOCATION:
515 South 12th St.
(formerly Toyota of Murray)

Fleming Furniture... Benton CI Paducah

4

BLONDIE
•
•

For your convenience
The Murray Ledger & Times
is now accepting

L VISA

Fleming Furniture has been closed for the last two
days to take Inventory and to prepare for the single
Largest Inventory Liquidation in our Thirteen Year
History. The weather was awful... the trucks keep
rolling & plain & simple...

PUBLIC
NOTICE:
SPECIAL STORE
HOURS

Visa and Master Card

Call Us Today.'

DALLAS MANUFACTURER'S

WE'RE OVERSTOCKED!!!
Thursday 10:00 - 8:00
Friday 9:00 - 8:00
Saturday 9:00 - 5:00

Guaranteed
Storewide Savings
Off Our Already Low
Discount Price! Take
Another
10-20-30-40-50%
Off!!

Progressive Reductions
Will Continue Until

753-1916

I'M GOING TO
THE SASKETBA
GAME AFTER
DINNER TONG

1/2 Million Dollars In Excess
Inventory Is GONE!!

CALVIN and

Hurry For Best Selection!

HOROSCOPES

T()DAY'S CHILDREN are affectionate, open-minded and quick to
give Rica Strom Vb isc parents wrthapplaud these children's strengths while
soP, pedaling any LritiLism. These perceptive but sometimes insecure Pisces
Home-k)v mg and ckver with their hands. the
are their ow.n harshest L
will work hard ta Wad ,r ciwnfonable nest . Their patient and gentle manner
wins them so* Rends
lemur Drum .Ise••••••haf An* e•sorde• Talley awl Fanner
1,. /wrier•IIMMOlieel ispriaird ntr.
loud te 'I He. SI parrapr aid handllso
Nob oirwity, r 19•11. Ins hod Valor Maw on Oaf.
Olcall441. P.O Dm 419242. Kamm Coy Mr. 54141 Mohr Awl royal,* C.
Mem 4190 Aaibm•••
119199••• aid WNW )

. •

,1
1 •
I :I=M"VU-ZrirM7

CATHY

Flemings Discount Price
And
Take
Another

Flemings Discount Price
And
Take
Another

Flemings Discount Price
And
Take
Another

Flemings Discount Price
And
Take
Another

YOU WOK
FABULOUS,
CATHY F. YOU'VE
LOST SO MUCH
WEIONT!

FOR BETTE

UMMIIIIIM

1"

Here's How It Works:

Flemings Discount Price
And
0
/
0
Take
Another l
0

. -11-crtEs
T5K!
1T-le KiltHEN.
ON ME_ GAREY
HE'S LEFT HIE
CAFIDS

Absolute Inventory

REDUCTION
NOTHING HELD BACK!

Just A Few Examples Of Your Guaranteed Savings...
•

•

• Sofa & Love Seat. Broyhill Traditional...•Retail S1849.95...Disc. Price S1399.00...An Extra 40% S839.00
• Bedroom. 5 Pc Broyhill. Oak...'Retail S2.299.95 .Disc. Price S1.749 00...An Extra 40°....SI049.00
• Mattress & Box Springs. Full Size. Firm...'Retail S459.95. .Disc. Price S279.95 ..An Extra 20°,. .S223.00
• End Tables or Cocktail Table.. •Retail S229.95 . Disc Price S179.95 An Extra 50°0. $89.00
• Dining Room. Thomasville. Cherry,
Table-6 Chairs & Hunt Board...'Retail S6.549.95... Disc. Price S4.999.95. An Extra 50°0.. S2.499.00
• 27 Zenith. Stereo. Dak. Color TV...'Retail S899 95 Disc. Price S749.95 .An Extra 20`),
., $599.00

GARFIELD

•.•

1 LJ051 BOUGH
NOW

Not All Merchandise At All Locations - Does Not Apply To Previous Purchase

HERE TOMORROW TO SERVICE WHAT WE SELL TODAY.
SEE SPECIAL STORE HOURS!
TiIIITIONF

,

FRIII‘N. \Rl 114. 1994
haserfon sour own
alded
leant. Diyon
it-or
:-.)0( .your phone compan ,01 bIll sou
1 -Le itt.•-isoc_;
d.itc
.ents J minute ,
11 %PM. RIRTHI)Cr. IN THE change their minds. Do not take
NEVI YE SR OF OL R LIFE: their -no- as final
% IRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 221: It
come more easaly
14()MC,I Ade I ••4: the phone to trying to figure out where you and
firNI.,,L1 or print - another party went wrong. talk
c- al ‘urriirt IF: June. Jail iii estment things er - in a triendly fashion.
,toy
'
.1 happy surprise Summer Des eloping your language-skills and
highly fa% unable socabulary will make you a more
Ard,fin1:,
near sand compelling speaker.
IntIuen:e• Honey
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22): Folarid surf R,irilariLc takes on eytra
.directions to the
Sp:A(16C flt.'Ni 1.111 A \ Albj.losingLtIfl- low an.employ cr.
Ilh I al triends during y4 Kir letter. Otherwise. sou could wind up
LILt
I. limb to the top An honest appraisal in hot water. A.business competitor
is much more helpful than flattery
may he unethical. Refuse to sink to
CELEBRITIES BC1R% ONI the ',AMC let.el. Keep your standards
THIS DATE: English anthropolo- high.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nos. 21):
gist Jane Goodall. actress Paula
Prentiss. boxer Ray "Boom Boom- Your closest ally is only too willing
!Mancini. S.upremes singer Mary to direct you to the proper authoriWikon
ties. Handle financial arrangements
ARIES r‘tarcb....2.1.-April 191: very carefully. You avoid appearing
Astrid speculause sentures and suck erratic if you want to land a business
to the tned-and-true 1_ se dinkimary contract.
SAGITTARIUS (Nos. 22-Dec.
when dealing with someone young
and enthusiastic. A family or financial .21): Give your creativity-free rein
when tackling a- decorating project.
obligation couklhase you wonied.
TAURUS I April.- 20-May 201: Do not be overly concerned about
Your instincts or emotions could what other people do. Where your
interfere with a business transaction. family relationships are concerned.
Keep your cool You may have to focus on giving instead of receiving.
os ercome s neiines obpections to a
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19):
special plan. Be willing .to pay top Remain as quiet as possible. especially if you have been recovering
dollar for etpC11.. ads ice.
(iEMINI (May 2I -June 20): from an illness or injury. Rest is
Exercise your authority with tact essential. Heed your ESP. Check
and others will he more cooperative. with the experts before altering your
Minor problems may crop Op with financial arrangements.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb: 18):
co-wotkers or customers. An investment in property will turn out better Although behind-the-scenes activities hold a certain appeal. it would
than you dreamed possible.
CANCER (June 21-July 22.)t Fin- be best to stick to your principles
ish up old business projects before and avoid a guilt-producing situastarting a new venture. Combining tion Postpone signing contracts or
logical thinking with intuition will taking out a loan.
'morose our s!sum of the future.
PISCES (Feb. 19-It1arch 20):
Club .atp.ities bring gr,eat enjoyment Domestic chores and grocery shopping should he done as early as cirtonight. Reach out to newcomers.
I,Ft) pills 23 -Aug. 221: Stick cumstances permit Do not rebuff an
with methods (hat have brought associate who offers suggestions.
results in the past. Official red tape You may oserlook something if
could be responsible for a business go it alone Welcome constructive
delay. kuthorit), figures could ads ice.
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CONTRACT BRIDGE-

Look Before You Leap

WEST
•7

EAST
*843
II 1097
QJ 8 4
•J 95 2
• A Q 106
•9 7 3
•K 1085
0OUTH
itAKJ104
—1P-A K
K7
•Q6 2

The bidding:
South West
Dble
1*

purpose el
this play is to forestall East's ever
gaining the lead in hearts to return a
diamond through your king, which
could prove fatal.
Once the heart is ducked, you
can feel fairly certain ofthe contract.
Let'ssay Westcontinues with•heart,
which is the beet he can do.
You win with the king,draw three
rounds of trump°, cash the ace of
hearts, and lead a low club to the
jack. After the finesse wins, as you
expect it to from the bidding, you
play the ace and another club.
West takes your queen with the
king but is helpless. He is forced to
return a diamond,making your king
a trick, or hand you a ruff and discard. Either way, you make four

opening heart lead! The

South dealer
Both sides vulnerable
NORTH
* Q 95 2
•6 3 2
•8 4 3
•A J 4

North East
Pass
2*

4*
Opening lead —

queen of hearts.
Assume you're in four spades and
West leads the queen of hearts. How
should you play the hand?
Your potential losers are a heart,
two diamonds and a club. You could
try leading a diamond to the king at
some point,but,considering the bidding, this is not very likely to succeed.
Oddly enough, your best chance
lies in permitting West to win the

Tea years ago
feature story about Murray
Lodge No. 105 Free and
Accepted Masons is published.
Pictured is Ricky Alexander,
master of the lodge, with the
original charter an 1838. The
story and picture were by Staff
Writer Greg Travis.
in the Fourth District High
School Basketball Tournament at
Marshall County High School,
Calloway County beat Murray 59
to r in boys game with high
scorers being Brad Skinner for
Calloway and Jay Wells for Murtay; and Calloway beat Murray
43 to 42 in girls game with high
scorers being Terri Malcolm for
Calloway and Connie Spann for
Murray.
Births reported include a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. Warren T. Brown,
Feb. 1; and a girl to Mr. and Mrs.
Gerald McDonald, Feb. 9.
A

spades.
If you were to make the'mistake
of winning the opening heart lead,
which seems a perfectly natural thing
to do, you could be defeated by per-

Twenty years ago
Dr. Halene Visher, Vanda Gibson, Evelyn Bradley, Lola Bell
Hodges and Eula Mae Doherty,
all of Murray, were CICCICS as
new officers of Gamma Chapter
of Delta Kappa Gamma at a
meeting held at Holiday Inn,
Mayfield.
In Fourth District High School
Basketball Tournament, Calloway
County beat North Marshall and
Murray beat South Marshall.
High team scorers were James
Wells for Calloway, Pliant for
North, Jackson for Murray, and
McGregor for South.
-Mr. and Mrs. Virgil Lyles will
be married 50 years March 6.
Births reported include a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. George Petty, Feb.
9: a boy to Mr. and Mrs. Hughie
Lawson, a boy to Mr. and Mrs.
Donald Watkins, and a boy to

Mr. and Mrs. Roy
Feb. 23.

Baptist Church.

Forty years ago
Jimmy Hams Ford of Lynn
Murray College High School
Debate Team won the annual Grove High School Chapter of
Paducah Tilghman Debate Tour- Future Farmers of America has
been named Purchase District
nament. College High team
membvers are Kristie Kemper, Winner in FFA Contest, sponEd Frank Jeffrey, Nore Winter sored by Courier-Journal, Louisville Times and WHAS, Inc.,
and Roland Case.
Paul R. Heise Jr., airman Louisville.
Max B. Hurt, executive vice
apprenuce USN, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Paul R. Heise of Murray, is president of Woodmen of the
stationed at Naval Air Technical World, spoke at a meeting of
Murray Rotary Club at Murray
Training Center, Glynco,
Janice Lo
Lou e
Crtrmarrio
rry and 1,rt.eb
ich,:r Woman's Club House.
Willodean Lee and Herbert
Paul Sutton
Ga.22
Junior Brandon were married
-First Baptist ChurcV.
Recent births at Murray Hospi- Feb. 6 at Corinth, Miss.
Mrs. Jim Scott and Mrs. James
tal include a girl to Mr. and Mrs.
Don Overbey and a boy to Mr. Fain 'presented a lesson on
and Mrs. Herman E. Roach.
"Choosing Your Color" at a
Rev. M.T. Robertson meeting of Lynn Grove Hometaught the mission book, Apogee, makers Club held at the home of
Mrs. Cloys Butterworth.
at a meeting for Week of
Thirty years ago

DEAR ABBY

fect defense thereafter.
The hand points up once more
the importance offormulating a plan
before you play to the first trick. To
win the queen of hearts and then
start thinking runs contrary to that
time-tested adage: Look before you
leap!
Tomorrow Bidding quiz.

DEAR ABBY: I just returned percent foolproof, and condoms can
from the pharmacy, where I spent break or slip off. It's very frustratalmost $75 for a three-month sup- ing!
I know that I speak for many
ply of birth control pills. Neither my
nor my htisband's health insurance young working couples out there.
company will reimburse the cost of Please help us.
birth control. Yet, if I became pregYOUR FRIEND IN
nant, these same companies would
THE BAY AREA
help pay for nine months of medical
DEAR FRIEND: Gladly.
care and the child's pediatric care
Planned Parenthood provides
thereafter.
•
Does this make sense? I can low-cost birth control for those
barely afford birth control pills, so having financial problems, or
how can I afford a child? Why not whose health insurance does
--hefp-those
—Ofus on Ttnite incomes no-i—cove.Mil service is
who are trying to be responsible offered on a nationwide basis.)
and wait until we can afford to have For more information, contact
child? And please, don't suggest your local Planned Parenthood
40""a condoms. Birth control pills are 99 chapter, listed in the telephone

book.
There are also state agencies
offering birth control services.
In California, the Office of Family Planning offers funds for
birth control to low-income
individuals and families. Residents of other states should
contact their state Department
of Health and Welfare.(The
name may vary from state to
state.) Those interested can also
locate the appropriate agency
by checking theft phone book

under state government.
•••
DEAR ABBY: On Saturday, Jan.
29, 1994, you printed a poem titled

DAILY COMICS .
BLONDIE

TIM FAR SIDI

"Another Beatitude" in your column, crediting Elizabeth Clark as
the author. You stated that it was
sent to you from a reader in San
Antonio, Texas, who said she had
found it in a newspaper in Wick,
Seotland.
Abby, Elizabeth Clark is not the
author of that poem; my mother,
, Esther Mary Walker, wrote it, and
its proper title is "Beatitudes for
Friends of the Aged." It was published and copyrighted in 1960 by
PubheWona in Huntington,
Ind. This poem was written into the
- Congressional Record, and you
printed it in your column years ago,
giving credit to my mother, Esther
Mary Walker.
I would very much appreciate
your printing this letter in your column.
STUART H. WALKER,
MINNEAPOLIS

By GARY LARSON
DEAR
STUART
AND
ESTHER
MARY
WALKER
(wherever you are): Thank you
for setting the record straight.
My apologies; I believe in giving
credit where credit is due.

WORTH QUOTING:"During
my 87 years I have witnessed a
whole succession of technological revolutions. But none of
them has done away with the
need Apr character in the individual, or the ability to think."
— Bernard M. Baruch

CALVIN and HOBBES
NOW WREN Atf
ENEMIES COME
AFTER ME:
NEED ONLY RUN
TO NE NEAREST
Ilea 70 BE
NST441.124 AWED

NOW I Hag
10 MAKE

DR. GOTT

TIMIS EtsiENES

•

By Peter H. Gott, M.D.

"No, I never said that.... Well, I actually did say it.
but after he said it. He said it, then I said it.
I'm a mimic — that's what I do."

CATHY
•

VW WOK

3UST CIO'011U DIDN'T
i&
kl , TO THE
NOTICE *V
LOST WEIGHT? Cykim A LOT.
WHAT HAVE
I GUESS I
YOU BEM
FORGOT TO
DOW* ??
EAI

FABULOUS,
CATHY .r VOU'VE
LOST SO istACH
WEIGHT !

--WELL, /AV HANDSOME TRANER•

HERE HAS KEPT
NE PRETTY BUSY

MEN LNE TO
Ca4UER
WOMEN LitIE TO
NAUSEATE.

AFTER MY WORKOUTS

CROSSWORDS
ACROSS

FOR BETTER or FOR WORSE
IF ANIMALS SURVIVE BI,/
f1DAP1ING1O1i4EIR EN -

TSKI-Ti-eftEs fi MOUSE IN
THe KlN He's CHEWED
ON THE_GARBAGE,AND
HES LEFT HIG CALLING
C.Ar1)6

V IMONPAF_NT., wHy HASN'TEVOLUTION crtEATE fi

evounioN Is STILL
WORKING ON THE HONER
LJFE. FORME,

I mou2
,MESL.f

ff . A

l
i
1
,
.
.di

GARFIELD
DO YOU KNOW WHAT
TO

ir

HAPPENED

cownao ?

NOT OfFFIAN2 SLYT IF YOU
LIKE, I COULP 51-P-0 AWAKE
FOR THE NEXT' TmREE NICIHTE,
TO Cove T MORE Tmou&HT

1

2

3

4

12

cor„,,A

li19

WI

22

23

25 11

DI ANA
UGLIFY
INGE
MU
nitSTS
AHA
NASA
TA I LS
AR

au mEE To

SNIDE
REOPEN
N A Ejl A
ROAR

IIIII

T Emzj
3

degree
(abbr )
6 Criminal's
prey
7 Folksinger
Guthrie
8 Born
9 Molts
10 Opposite of
cruel

DOWN
1 Wide shoe
size
2 TV accessory
3 Native of
Rome
4 Misplaces
5 Engineers

11 — -bitty
16 For example
(abbr.)
18 Israel's Golds
20 Treat badly
22 Goes wrong
23 Public
disturbance
25 Actor Sean

27 Former Celtic
Larry —
28 Religious
14
29 Existed
13111
30 Wheel rod
17
16
34 Alter screen
38 units of
II
sound
20
21
37 Bicycle for
two
24
39 Was
broadcast
29 30
again
ill
41 Make happy
42 Rams' mates
1111
43 Field mouse
38
44 Finnish first
name
45 Integrated
circuit (abbr
/ISM
47 Lid
49 Genetic
ill
material
(abbr )
ill
illil SO "— Are
ii
iill
Here"
dill 53 Spanish
labbr I
ill 6

7

ill i0

6

11

ill
illUl

Ul2elU

ill
ill
6,

jUl
II

41111

U1ldl1

ill

dli

a

El

MOOG I SH
P LIG CM
EE
ECTAL
NO1313
ERA
SATYR
PARE
I SNOU
E
STALER
CHOUEN
ELATE
HEROD
3-3 c 1994 United Feature Syndicate

carrier
51 Guido's high
note
52 Crude metals
54 Up — —
good
55 DC legislator
58 Stately
display
57 Brother of
Jacob

dl WI
W

ANY COOKIE5 LEFT

GHOST
TOITHEO

11

31

WAIT HERE .. I'LL GO
SEE TNERE ARE

Answer to Previous Puzzle

36 Cape
Nova Scotia
38 Snakelike fish
39 Blushing
40 — revolt
41 Sea eagle
42 — Knievel
44 Store fodder
16 Woolen
fabric
48 Goff club

1 Wicked
5 — Pic,orie
9 Glide on
snow
12 Outside
(Pr&
13 Ireland
14 Swat
15 Delete
17 Mild, as
weather
19 Smoothly
played, in
music
21 Whirlpool
22 Goddess of
discord
24 Twice (prof)
25 Greek letters
26 Inlet
27 Car protector
29 Arthur ID
31 Reagan's son
32 "This — It
33 Not out
34 Actor —
Harrison
35 — Louis, MO

ill dillllI

DEAR DR. GOTT: Isuirtha_c
alrible to
alternate analgesics s
aspirin,
acetaminophen and ibuprofen when
taking six or eight a day if all seem to
work equally well? How effective in
preventing stomach irritation are the
enteric-coated aspirin products that
have been developed for that purpose?
DEAR READER: It is not necessary
to alternate analgesics. If several are
effective, pick the safest and cheapest
and go with it. In your case, acetaminophen is safer than aspirin (less
stomach upset), and not as strong as
ibuprofen. If and when acetaminophen loses its punch, you can
always change drugs.
Enteric-coated aspirin (which is.
designed to dissolve in the intestine)
causes less stomach upset than does
regular aspirin. However, in high
doses labove six a day), it can still
lead to- stomach ulcers. This is not
true with acetaminophen.
DEAR DR. GOTT: My seventh
grade daughter finds that during the
school day, she has minimal time to
use the restroom. It's always so
crowded that she often has no time to
urinate. She returns to her classroom
and is not allowed to leave when she

requests to from her teacher. I'm concerned about the medical problems,
both short and long term, that can
result from delaying urination. She
also recently began menstruating and
I don't know how she can accept the
changes in her body in an emotionally
healthy way when she is denied such
a simple right. Your comments?
DEAR READER: Your daughter is
certainly being deprived of a simple
right. I believe that she should be
allowed to use the bathroom when she
needs to do so.
First of all, it's very difficult to concentrate on learning — or anything
else, for that matter — when you have
to urinate. Therefore, your daughter
will be unable, at times, to absorb her
schoolwork properly.
Second, repeated attempts to avoid
urinating can lead to urinary infection, an abnormally distended bladder

and swollen kidneys. Thus, there is
ample medical justification for your
daughter to have free access to the
restroom.
Finally, I'm concerned that your
daughter may be affected by an
apparently adversarial relation with
her teacher When adults "pull rank"
unjustifiably on the children under
their control, this sets the stage for
resentment arid hostility Your daughter doesn't need this - and neither. I
suspect, does her teacher
I think that you have an obligation
to discuss this matter with your
daughter's teacher, who will undoubtedly welcome your comments as constructive A straightforward resolu-

tion of the problem would be in your
daughter's (and the school's) best
interests
To give you more information. I am
sending you a free copy of my Health
Report 'Kidneys"

v
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DEATHS

Congratulations
Mary Jane Roberson

Carey Delk Sr.

George Ernest Henke
,. I he funeral for George Ernest Henke will be Saturday at 10 a.m. at
church of Jesus Christ of Latter-das Saints. Murray Branch. 520
oUtn 16th St.. Marra) President Dan Leatherwood will conduct the
•....f5 lie
PAilbea/VIS will be Gary Haneline, Scott Hanchne, Rø i Ball.
ocorge Beard. Gars Steinfeldt, Robert Bickerton, John Ferguson and
Bill Holbrook. „Burial will follow in Murray Memorial Gardens.
Friends ma) all at Miller Funeral Home of Murray from 6 to 8
Fridas.
Mr Henke. 70, Rt.-7. Mayfield. Coldwater community, died Ties*1* pnt. at Murray-Calloway Counts Hospital.
Born March I.
Hc had retired from Cliseago Transit Authonts
-23, in Gars. Ind., he was the son of the late Lewis Henke and JoseGalater Henke. One brother, Arthur Henke. also preceded him
sJrstvors include his wife, Mrs. Ernestine (Tina) Henke, to whom
.1, married on Nov. 21, 1961; two sons, Stephen Henke and wife,
Medarvville. Ind., and David Bruce Henke, Crown Point,
• hi• mother-in-law. Mrs. Zora Adams, Chicago. III : a sister-insirs Sue Henke, Indiana; lour grandchildren.

Carey Delk Sr-, 62, Sharon Church Road. Mayfield, died Wednesday at 3:45 a.m. at PineLake Medical Center, Mayfield.
He was a retired employee of Aerodynamics Inc., Chicago, III.
Preceding him in death were one daughter. Shelia Kay Delk; his
parents, Joseph De& Sr. and Grace Fleetwood Delk; two sisters, Connie May Delk and Merle Lee Delk, and one brother, Joseph Delk Jr
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Katie Nell Delk: three daughters,
Mrs. Sharon Morefield, Mayfield, Mrs. Cathy Patterson, Murray. and
Mrs. Marsha Reason, Benton; five sons, Carey Delk Jr., Rt I. Fulton.
David Deli and Roger Delk. Mayfield. Randy Delk. Southhaven,
Mass., and Bradley ()elk. Memphis, Tenn.
- Also surviving are three sisters, Mrs. Margaret Hicks. Birmingham,
Ala., Mrs. Mary Gayer, ML Crawford. Va., and Mrs. Barbara McDonald, California; for brothers. James Deli and Charles Delk, Mayfield. Samuel Delk. Chicago. and John Delk, Mayfield; 21 grandchildren; six great-grandchildren.
The funeral will be Friday at 2 p.m. in the chapel of Byrn Funeral
Home, Mayfield. Bunal will follow in Burnett's Chapel Church
Cemtery.
Friends may call at the funeral home after 5 p.m. today (Thursday).

for being awarded the

Graduate
REALTORS
Institute (GRI)

_

designation by the
Kentucky Real Estate
Education Foundation

i.

KOPPERUD REALTY
711 Main St.

753-1222

Experience • Knowledge • Personal Service

Chester Field Mitchuscin
Services for Chester Field Mitchuson will be Friday at1 p.m. in the
chapel of Miller Funeral Home of Murray. The Rev. Paul Bogard will
officiate. Music will be by the Choir of dexter Baptist Church, where
-v. he was a member.
Serving as pallbearers will be has sons and sons-in-law. Bunal will
follow in Pleasant Hill Cemetery in the Land Between the'iales. *
Friends may call at the funeral home.
Mr. Mitchuson, 60. Benton, formerly of Golden Pond, died Tuesday
at 7:16 a.m. at Marshall County Hospital, Benton.
Survivors include three daughters, Mrs. Anita Hardy and husband,
Ronnie, and Mrs. Judy Litchfield and husband, David, Benton, and
Mrs—Nellic_Wuren andintsband. David: Sedalia: five_sons:Jeffrey__
Mitchuson and.wife, Tonya, Murray, and Chester Lee Mitchuson and
wife, Angie, Brian Mitchuson and wife, Trena, Thomas Mitchuson
and wife, Cherie, and James Mitchuson and wife, Amy, all of Benton;
one sister, Mrs. Evelyn Sinennch,,'Hammond, Ind.; three brothers,
James Mitchuson and wife, Irene. Murray, Herman Mitthuson, Chicago, Ill., and Willard Mitchuson and wife, Betty, Hammond, Ind.; several grandchildren
• Scout Troop 8864 recently made Valentines for patients In the Vet3/5 Hospital. Pictured, from left, are Emi McFarlen, Kristen Sutton,
Peggy Allgood, co-leader standing, Breanna Volp, Darby DeJarnette,
Brenda Volp, co-leader, standing, Jennifer McKnight. Bunga Araminta,
Mallory Allgood and Reigh Harris

Franklin and Bennett
3peak at state event

'

by representatives of
•
Independent schcvlsys-1-1 .1, part of the, training and
• oThauon provided to the 1,2(()..- partitipanb in the 1994 KenSchool Boards Association
.or,f:rente Fe-b. 25 - 27 in
•
stperintendent W A Franklin,
and ,:ommuruts resource coordina: ,r.„.1exl Bennett were invited to the
:r:t;rcnvs to present a program on
V..irras, system's curnculum inai(Ticd at school violence,
•.11th.ularly with respect to conflict
solution and mediation.
The workshop was one of 23
ions preeented to local board of
...Ilion members,school admirn• : ,rs and others. Seven of those
oons focused on success stories
i,kal school systems, such as the
Murray.
-"' President Margie Brad r4 cited the Murray presentation
as an example of the type of idea
sharing she described as essential
for the continued improvement in
Kentucky's school systems.
- Wonderful things are happening
in our communities' schools all
'across the state, and sharing these

7

sdecess stones often kads to S01uuons to common problems faced
bs education leaders everywhere,s
sold Bradford.
- While board members benefit
from state 'and ruonal level peruves ptosi 'd at the confere. finding outi what's working in
another Kentucky school 'can be
tremendous asset to their continuing
effort to improse the learning climate for our students," she said.
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Final rites tor Mrs. Mary Frances Hughes are today at 1 p.m. in the
chapel of Blalock-Coleman Funeral Home. Dr. Greg Earwood is officiating. Music is by Charles Beaman, soloist, with Mrs. Allene Knight
as organist.
Pallbearers are Tim Sutton, Jeff Wilson, Steve Pirtle, David Hall,
Charles Beaman and Frank McCallum. Burial will follow in Murray
Memorial Gardens.
Mrs. Hughes, 77, Troy, Mich., formerly of Rt. 4, Murray, died Friday at 2.05 p m at her home. She was the widow of Dudley Hughes.
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Bob has been a IOP I I Ni w inner
three times since 1990
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Illsateau Insurance Companies.
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FINANCE
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- Funeral roes for Wilford Mills are today at 1 p.m. in the chapel of
Collier Funeral Home, Benton. Dr. Ben Boone is officiating. Burial
will follow in New ,Zion Cemetery.
'Mr. .Mills, 79, Benton, died Tuesday at Riverfront Terrace Health
Care tenter, Paducah.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Helen Mills; three daughters, Mrs.
Debbie Holt, Benton, Mrs. Martha York, Paducah, and Mrs. Mary
Rose, Mayfield; three sons. Billy Mills and Jerry Mills, Benton, and
Jackie Mills, Paducah; three sisters, Helen Mills, Detroit, Mich., and
Mrs. Robbie Parker and Mrs Magelene Sirls, Hardin; one brother,
Robert Mills, Benton; 14 grandchildren; eight great-grandchildren.
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